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Abstract

For many Internet of Things (IoT) devices security have not been a
priority during the development, but what happens if the makers of
IoT devices use a secure framework for developing their devices? In
this thesis a number of such frameworks have been evaluated for their
suitability to build an access control system around. Both Vanadium
and Protocol of Things (PoT) were found to be suitable candidates.
Both frameworks employ a distributed access control model where the
owner of a device can grant other users access to the device by gener-
ating a signed authorization. PoT was ultimately chosen as the frame-
work around which to design the prototype access control system be-
cause it was deemed to be slightly more suitable than Vanadium.

The prototype takes the rule based and discretionary access control
model from the underlying framework and makes it possible for ad-
ministrators to transparently authorize users to devices through role
abstractions. Thus it is possible to transparently manage a class of
users at the same time instead of having to manage each individual
user. Furthermore the prototype is able to do this in a generic way.
The prototype does not contain any code of functionality for any spe-
cific device it manages, it is capable of managing access to any PoT
device.

The design and implementation is deemed both scalable and effi-
cient. Running on a single thread it is possible to generate over one
thousand signed authorizations per second. In a system where users
are granted access to 200 unique device permissions the total file size
of the signed authorizations and accompanying meta data does not
exceed 150 kB. It takes approximately 70 ms to establish a secure con-
nection between the client and server software. For large data transfers
the throughput is approximately 2.6-2.8 MB per second, including en-
cryption and decryption of request and response from the client to the
server.
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Sammanfattning

För många enheter tillhörande sakernas internet har säkerhet inte va-
rit en prioritet under utvecklingen, men vad händer om tillverkare
istället använder ett säkert ramverk för att utveckla sina produkter?
I den här rapporten presenteras en utvärdering av några sådana ram-
verks lämplighet för att användas för att bygga ett accesskontrollsy-
stem kring. Både Vanadium och Protocol of Things (PoT) finns vara
lämpliga kandidater. Båda ramverken använder en decentraliserad sä-
kerhetsmodell där ägaren av en enhet kan ge andra användare tillgång
till enheten genom att generera en signerad auktorisation. PoT är det
ramverk som användes för att utforma accesskontrollsystemprototy-
pen kring för att det ansågs vara något mer lämpligt jämfört med Va-
nadium.

Prototypen använder en rollabstraktion för att underlätta arbetet
för administratörer att ge användare rätt behörigheter. På så vis blir
det möjligt att konfigurera en klass av användare samtidigt istället för
att behöva konfigurera varje användare individuellt. Prototypen kan
göra allt detta på ett generiskt sätt. Det innebär att prototypen inte in-
nehåller någon kod eller funktionalitet som är specifik för någon enhet
så länge det är en PoT-enhet.

Den föreslagna designen och implementationen är skalbar och ef-
fektiv. Över ett tusen signerade auktorisationer kan genereras per se-
kund på en exekveringstråd. I ett system där användare ges behörig-
het till 200 unika behörigheter på olika enheter uppgår den totala fil-
storleken för de signerade auktorisationerna och tillhörande metadata
till mindre än 150 kB. Det tar uppskattningsvis 70 ms att skapa en säker
anslutning mellan klient- och server-mjukvara. För stora dataöverfö-
ringar är överföringshastigheten uppskattningsvis 2.6-2.8 MB per se-
kund, vilket inkluderar kryptering och avkryptering av fråga och svar
från klienten till servern.
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Definitions and Abbreviations

Access control system The software which primary function is to man-
age and administer the access rights of users to
the devices the access control system manages.

Access mode The way in which a resource is accessed, e.g.
read, write or execute.

ACL Access Control List.

ACM Access Control Matrix.

Administrator A person who is authorized to modify the data
in the access control system.

Alice and Bob The most commonly used names for the two
parties that are used to illustrate bipartite se-
curity protocols. In this text Alice and Bob are
referred to with the gender neutral pronoun
they. See also Eve.

Conversation A PoT remote procedure call.

DAC Discretionary Access Control.

Device A physical device such as a lock, printer or
coffee machine, or an electronic system like a
website or piece of software.

Entity An active part of a system. A user or set of
users, an automated process or set of processes
that has a specific set of capabilities.
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Eve An attacker on a security protocol. In this text
Eve is referred to with the gender neutral they.
See also Alice and Bob.

IoT Internet of Things. The internetworking of phys-
ical devices, e.g. vehicles, buildings, and other
items with embedded electronics, in order to
for example enable these devices to exchange
data.

Kerberos A ticket based peer entity authentication and
access control service that uses passwords and
symmetric encryption developed at the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).

Key pair Two mathematically related encryption keys,
one private and one public key, that can be
used for asymmetric encryption. It is compu-
tationally infeasible to derive the private key
from the public key.

MAC Mandatory Access Control.

Middle person attack An attack that involves the attacker splicing
themself between two communicating parties
Alice and Bob so that messages between the
two must first pass through the person in the
middle, commonly called Eve. Gender neutral
substitute for the attack traditionally called man-
in-the-middle (MITM) attack.

Offline device A device that is not connected to a network.

Object A system component that contains or receives
information.

Operation An active process invoked by a subject.

Permission An authorization to perform some action on
the system. Often an operation object tuple or
just an access mode, e.g. read object o.

PKI Public Key Infrastructure.
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PoT Protocol of Things.

PoT client A piece of software that adheres to PoT and
can communicate with PoT devices.

PoT device A PoT host with one or more hosted PoT things.

PoT host A server that a user can connect to in order to
access and interact with the things it hosts.

PoT thing A piece of software hosted by a PoT host on a
PoT device that provides some functionality to
authenticated users through conversations.

Private key The secret part of an asymmetric key pair. See
also Public key, Secret key.

Privilege Same as permission.

Public key The publicly disclosable part of an asymmetric
key pair. See also Private key, Secret key.

RBAC Role Based Access Control.

RPC Remote Procedure Call.

Resource Anything in the system that a user can interact
with or use, e.g. an object or a device.

RuBAC Rule Based Access Control.

Secret key A shared symmetric encryption key. See also
Private key, Public key.

Subject A computer process acting on behalf of a user
with the privileges granted to the user.

The principal ASSA ABLOY AB

The prototype Refers to the access control system that is de-
signed and implemented as part of the work
in this degree project.

Thing See PoT thing.
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User A person who interface with a subject.

UUID Universally unique identifier. A 16 byte ran-
dom number that is used for identification.



Chapter 1

Introduction

As more and more every day devices are getting an internet connec-
tion it is becoming increasingly clear that many Internet of Things
(IoT) devices are not developed with security in mind. As a result the
phrase "The S in IoT stands for Security" and the continuation "And
the P [...] stands for Privacy" has become an internet meme [5].

The Mirai malware made the lack of security very obvious in late
2016 by enabling the creation of a botnet of IoT devices that was used
to bring a major DNS provider offline. Mirai is able to infect IoT de-
vices running an out of date version of Linux because many of the
devices use default username and passwords [37]. This lack of proper
authentication is one of the top security concerns for IoT according to
Taly and Shankar [38].

One path to a future where IoT devices are secured and employ
proper access control is to introduce an easy to use framework specif-
ically designed for IoT devices, as shown by research performed at
Google and ASSA ABLOY [27, 38]. Both protocols employ a distributed
access control model where the owner of a device is the arbitrator as
to who gets access to the device. The completely distributed nature of
the access control models in these protocols introduces a new problem
of effectively distributing access to the IoT devices within an organi-
zation to new employees as traditional access control system are not
flexible enough [27], and the issue for users to manage the access to-
kens they have been granted [38]. At the same time the completely
distributed model enables entirely new possibilities. It becomes pos-
sible for individuals to grant a delivery company temporary access to
their garage door so that a package can be delivered to the safety of the

5



6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

garage instead of not at all or to the door step. Therefore this degree
project will investigate how the deployment of a framework for dis-
tributed authorization affects the design of a prototype access control
system for IoT, henceforth referred to as the prototype.

1.1 Purpose

Because IoT devices tend to be developed with security as an afterthought
these devices become security liabilities, both for individuals and the
internet as a whole. The Mirai malware is able to create a very large
botnet of IoT devices capable of taking down a major DNS provider.
To increase the security of IoT several solutions have been proposed.
The most viable solutions rely on asymmetric cryptography and a dis-
tributed access control model where the owner of a device control
which users have access to it. Such a distributed access control model
introduces both new problems and new opportunities.

In an office scenario it would be desirable to be able to manage the
access for all employees to the IoT devices centrally, from a generic
access control system, as opposed to having to use one app per device
or manufacturer. Such an access control system could also be used
by a delivery company to receive authorizations to open a customers
garage doors in order to deliver packages to the relative safety of the
customers garages. Instead of the customer having to authorize the
delivery driver directly they can authorize the access control system
which in turn can authorize the delivery driver.

The main objective of this degree project is to design and imple-
ment a generic access control system with which it is feasible to man-
age a highly diverse set of IoT devices. The access control system will
be generic in the sense that it does not contain any device specific code
for any of the devices that it manages. The hope is that it will be possi-
ble to design a generic access control system by imposing a restriction
on the devices it manages that they must all adhere to the same frame-
work.

Thus the purpose of this degree project is to evaluate some frame-
works for IoT in order to find and select a suitable candidate. The
selected framework will be used as the foundation around which the
access control system will be built to show that a good access control
model for IoT not only improves the security of individual IoT devices
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but also enables new use cases for individuals and simplifies manage-
ment of IoT devices for organizations.

The need for a generic access control system for a heterogeneous
environment has been shown to be useful and feasible for cloud com-
puting [18], but the proposed Kerberos based single sign on solution
is not suitable for distributed access control models where the devices
may not be online.

This degree project should therefore be of interest to many differ-
ent people interested in the future of IoT. Those interested in IoT de-
vice security should be interested because the thesis aims to show that
a carefully crafted distributed access control model can still be used
in a centralized setting. Thus making it possible to deploy the same
devices in homes and within large organizations. Those interested in
computer security and access control systems should be interested in
how the deployment of a secure protocol for IoT devices could enable
future access control systems to be less complex in terms of code base
and more flexible when it comes to managing access to a highly di-
verse set of devices.

1.2 Research Questions

How can an access control system that manages access to devices that
use a distributed access control model be designed?

What are the advantages and disadvantages of the design proposed
in this thesis compared to a traditional state-of-the-art access control
system?

Is the design feasible in terms of scalability and performance?

1.3 Conditions

The principal are developing a reference implementation of PoT, and
there exists versions of it as an easy to use library. The PoT library pro-
vides a WebSocket server, a remote procedure call stack, access mon-
itoring, and low level authorization generation. Furthermore it is the
distributed access control protocol the supervisor at the principal is the
most familiar with. As a consequence the server side of the prototype
can be built using the Java library.
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The necessary cryptographic library exists for JavaScript, as does
the serialization format. Therefore the client side of the prototype can
be built using HTML and JavaScript, relying on a WebSocket for com-
munication. This greatly reduces the the development time of a user
interface.

The principal have two useful Android apps under development
related to PoT. The first app is a mock lock app, which acts as a real
lock that adheres to PoT, the only difference is that it does not actuate
a locking mechanism. Because the mock lock app is a PoT device it
performs access control checks so that no unauthorized user can use
the mock lock. The other app is a PoT client app that is used to connect
to and control the mock lock. If the app has been authorized it can, e.g.,
lock and unlock the mock lock app.

The principal have a traditional state-of-the-art access control sys-
tem, ARX, that can be used as a reference access control system in this
degree project. The ARX software is developed solely at ASSA ABLOY
Shared Technologies, making it possible to get answers to questions
directly from the developers.

The supervisor at the principal, Frans Lundberg, will be able to pro-
vide help with most, if not all, aspects of the degree project. Lundberg
original author of PoT and thus have a very deep knowledge about it.
In addition to this he is also familiar with the reference access control
system ARX.

1.4 Limitations

• The research questions will be answered within the context of
managing a highly diverse set of IoT devices. The prototype will
therefore be designed specifically with the management of IoT
devices in mind.

• The prototype will treat all devices it manages as offline devices
because it is the harder problem from an access control stand-
point [27]. Furthermore it would increase the complexity of the
prototype unnecessarily to handle online devices because PoT
does not require direct access to a device in order to grant access
to the device for other users.

• The design and capabilities of the access control system will be
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evaluated, not specific features, software security and safety, and
user experience. The main focus of this degree project will be to
evaluate the proposed solution within the context of IoT.

• The prototype will only be able to manage access to devices that
adhere to PoT because it makes it possible to investigate how the
deployment of a secure framework for IoT affects the design of
the access control system that manages the devices that use the
framework.

• The security implications of using a JavaScript client and per-
forming cryptography in JavaScript will not be discussed. It is
an implementation detail that is not relevant to the overall de-
sign of the access control system and can be changed if deemed
insecure.

• The security and correctness of the implementation of PoT and
the Binson serialization format will not be discussed in detail.
That is a topic large enough for a degree project in itself, and
therefore outside the scope of this degree project.

• The server and client side of the prototype will use hard coded
key pairs, with the client as an owner of the server, in order to
bootstrap the problem of authenticating the client to the server.

• The prototype will store all data in memory to reduce the com-
plexity of the prototype.

1.5 Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows, Chapter 2, Background,
introduces and explains some key concepts and theory needed to un-
derstand the thesis. A reader with good theoretical knowledge of ac-
cess control, cryptographic protocols, and remote procedure call pro-
tocols may skim this chapter with the exception of section 2.3.2 on Pro-
tocol of Things, which should be read carefully.

Chapter 3, Related Work, describes some proposals to decentral-
ized and distributed authorizations, access control models for IoT, as
well as the design of a traditional access control system, and a proposal
for a generic access control system. Section 3.8 presents an evaluation
of the proposed distributed access models.
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Chapter 4, Method, describes and motivates how the work of this
degree project was carried out.

Chapter 5, The Prototype Access Control System, contains the ob-
jective results from the design process and evaluation of the prototype.
This includes among other things a system model, requirement specifi-
cation, the architectural design and software architecture, descriptions
of some use cases and some performance numbers for authorization
generation.

Chapter 6, Discussion, discusses and analyzes the results in Chap-
ter 5. This chapter also contains a discussion on if the design proposal
can be used in other contexts, e.g. with another underlying frame-
work, a short discussion of the security of PoT, and discusses the dif-
ferences between the prototype and a traditional access control system.

Chapter 7 concludes by briefly discussing the research questions
and the scientific contribution of this degree project.

Chapter 8 suggests some research areas related to this degree project.
Appendix A, Benchmarks, contains the experimental data in two

tables.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Access Control

2.1.1 Introduction
Access control is the process by which the use or access of a certain
resource is regulated. The use is regulated such that only users that
are authorized according to the security policy are permitted to use or
access the resource [16]. The purpose of access control is to limit the
operations a legitimate user can perform [34]. This is an important as-
pect in order to satisfy the principle of least privilege which states that
every subject should operate using the least set of privileges necessary
to complete the job [33, 14].

Access control is enforced by a reference or access monitor, an ab-
stract machine that mediates all accesses to resources by subjects [16].
Traditionally the reference monitor accesses an authorization database
in order to determine if a subject is authorized to perform a given oper-
ation. The authorization database is managed by a human administra-
tor who sets the authorization information in the database according
to some security policy [34].

It is important to note that access control assumes that a user has
been authenticated prior to the enforcement of access control by the
reference monitor. Therefore the effectiveness of access control relies
on the proper authentication of users, as well as the correctness of the
authorization data the reference monitor uses [34].

Authentication can be achieved in several ways, most readers will
have used a username and password tuple to sign in and authenticate

11
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themself to a computer [34]. Another way to authenticate is to use a
cryptographic protocol that provides authentication of the parties.

2.1.2 Access Control Policies
In order to satisfy the principle of least privilege the administrator
needs to authorize users according to a policy, sometimes called ac-
cess control policy or model, or security policy. Different access control
policies are not necessarily exclusive and can be combined in order to
model more complex needs [34].

Discretionary Access Control

Discretionary access control (DAC) govern the access of subjects to ob-
jects on the basis of a set of authorizations. Each authorization specify
the access mode with which a subject is authorized to interact with
an object. Each operation by a subject on an object is checked against
the specified authorizations by the reference monitor. The subject is
authorized to perform an operation on an object if and only if there
exists an authorization stating that the subject can perform the specific
operation on the object [34].

Authorizations can be set either centralized by an administrator, or
decentralized, by the owner of each object, or a mix of the two. Un-
less the authorizations are set strictly centralized, discretionary access
control does not provide any real assurances on the flow of informa-
tion. A subject with the authorization to read an object can copy the
information in that object to a new object and decide which subjects to
share this new object with, thus allowing sensitive information to flow
in any way the subject chooses [34].

Mandatory Access Control

In mandatory access control (MAC) every entity in the system is as-
signed a security level. The security level of an object reflects the sen-
sitivity of the information contained in that object, a higher security
level implies more potential damage from unauthorized disclosure.
The security level of a user reflects the user’s level of trustworthiness
not to share sensitive information. In the simplest case a security level
is an element of a hierarchical ordered set, where each level is said to
dominate itself and all others below it. A subject is granted access to
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an object depending on the relationship of the security levels of the
user and the object [34].

The Bell-LaPadula model defines two MAC rules, the simple secu-
rity property, or read down, and the *-property (read: star-property),
or write up. Read down states that a subject may only read an object
if the security level of the subject dominates that of the object. Con-
versely a subject is only allowed to write an object if the security level
of the object dominates that of the subject. Thus the two rules makes it
possible to control the flow of sensitive information, however it does
not protect against modification of sensitive information. If the goal is
to preserve the integrity of information the rules should be reversed.
Thus the integrity level of an object reflects the level of trust one can
place in the information of an object, and the integrity level of a sub-
ject reflects the level trustworthiness of the subject to correctly insert,
modify or delete data [34, 22].

Role Based Access Control

MAC is suitable for centralized and rigid environments, e.g. military
organizations, where it is possible to make clear distinctions within
the groups of subjects and objects. DAC on the other hand is suit-
able for decentralized and cooperative environments, e.g. academic
research or IoT. Neither MAC nor DAC is suitable for most commer-
cial organizations, DAC does not provide enough control over flow of
information and MAC is too rigid [34].

In role based access control (RBAC) access to system objects is based
on the user’s role in the organization. A role is a separate structure
from the users in the system, it is the set of authorizations that are as-
sociated with a specific activity or job title. For example, in a banking
scenario, the roles of a teller and teller supervisor would have differ-
ent sets of authorizations for operations on the banks databases. At the
same time a customer role would have a third, much more restricted,
set of authorizations on the same databases in order to for example
withdraw money from an ATM [14].

RBAC requires three rules [14]:

1. Role assignment: A subject can execute an operation only if the
subject has been assigned a role through a user. As a conse-
quence all active users must have at least one active role.
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2. Role authorization: A subject’s active role must be authorized for
the subject. As a consequence this ensures users can only take
roles they have been assigned.

3. Transaction authorization: A subject can execute a transaction only
if the transaction is authorized for the subject’s active role. As a
consequence users can only execute transactions for which they
have been authorized.

A key feature of RBAC is that all access is through roles. Since the
roles of a system is a relatively stable set compared to the user and
permissions set, the role abstraction simplifies the management of au-
thorizations to users. It is also possible to dynamically change a role,
which allows a administrator to manage a group of users simultane-
ously and completely transparently to the users [14].

Rule based Access Control

Rule Based Access Control (RuBAC) is a generic term for access control
that uses some rules to determine if a user have access to a given oper-
ation. RuBAC is often combined with RBAC or DAC in order to create
a more powerful access control model. In the bank scenario described
in section 2.1.2 a customer cannot be denied access to their account if
the wrong PIN is entered multiple times. By augmenting the access
control model with RuBAC it is possible to introduce a rule in order
to impose a limit on the maximum number of wrongful attempts to
enter a PIN before the customer is no longer authorized to access their
account [17].

2.1.3 Organizing Permissions
For an access control system to be able to fulfill its duty to autho-
rize users to perform operations the authorization information must
be stored in a practical data structure. This section will discuss a few
data structures commonly used in access control systems.

Access Control Matrix

An access control matrix (ACM) can in its most simple form be thought
of as a table with rows and columns, one row and one column for every
entity and resource in the system respectively. The reference monitor
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File 1 File 2 Printer
Alice read, write print
Bob read admin, print
John read, write, execute print

Table 2.1: A simple ACM

authorizes subject u to perform operation p on object o if the element
at position (u, o) in the access control matrix contains p [34].

Table 2.1 illustrates a naive access control matrix with three users
and three resources and information about the authorized access modes
for the users on resources. John has read, write and execute privileges
for file 1 and print privileges for the printer. File 2 can only be accessed
by Alice. Bob can read file 1 and have admin and print privileges for
the printer. The matrix contains no useful information in three of the
cells, which wastes space.

Access Control List

Access control lists (ACL) are a more practical way of implementing
the access control matrix. Every resource in the system have its own
ACL and every entity that have permissions for that object exists as an
element in the list for that specific resource. This corresponds to stor-
ing the access control matrix column wise and eliminating all empty
places. However, listing all authorizations for a entity would involve a
total search of all resources in the system, which is highly impractical
[34]. Figure 2.1 illustrates the access control matrix from the previous
section as three ACLs, one for each resource.

Capability list

Where ACLs organizes the authorizations in lists per resource, capa-
bility lists organizes them in lists per entity, thus storing the access
control matrix by rows, and eliminating empty elements. It is easy to
see which authorizations an entity have, but it is hard to list all autho-
rizations for a specific resource [34].
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Figure 2.1: The ACM from table 2.1.3 expressed as three ACLs.

Authorization Relations

It is also possible to represent the access control matrix as a table of
(subject, operation, object)-triples. This reduces the memory footprint
of the access control matrix to some extent as it avoids empty elements,
but the table may still be too large to fit in memory. It may be hard to
list all authorizations for a subject, or all authorized subjects or users
for an object depending on how the table is sorted. But, if the workload
is known, it is possible to sort the table either by subject, or object in
order to get better performance for one type of query [34, 21].

2.1.4 Administrating Permissions
This section discusses the different policies of who should be autho-
rized to modify permissions in the system. These policies are mainly
concerned with DAC, but as we will see MAC uses a special case of
the centralized policy.

Centralized

With a centralized policy a single authorizer, or group of authorizers,
is allowed to grant and revoke permissions to subjects. MAC uses a
special case of this policy where every subject is given a security level
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by a administrator. The objects that each subject creates is then given
the same security level as the subject. Typically it is only the adminis-
trator that is capable of modifying the security level of subjects, users
and objects [34].

Hierarchical

A central authorizer delegates the responsibility of granting and re-
voking permissions to subjects to one or more administrators. The
administrators can then grant and revoke permissions to subjects [34].

Cooperative

Authorizations for special resources cannot be granted by a single au-
thorizer but must be granted by several cooperating authorizers [34].

Ownership

A subject is considered to own the objects they create and can grant
and revoke access to those objects [34].

Decentralized

A special case of ownership where an owner of an object also can au-
thorize subjects to further be able to grant and revoke permissions to
that object [34].

2.2 Cryptographic Protocols

2.2.1 Introduction
A cryptographic protocol can be defined as a series of steps and mes-
sage exchanges between multiple entities in order to achieve a specific
security objective. For a cryptographic protocol all the general pro-
tocol properties must hold: everyone involved must know the entire
protocol in advance and must agree to follow it, the protocol must be
unambiguous, and there must be a specified action for every possible
state. Furthermore, for a cryptographic protocol it should be impos-
sible to do or learn more than what is specified in the protocol [10].
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The following sections will describe some of the applications of cryp-
tographic protocols.

2.2.2 Key Exchange
In 1976 Diffie and Hellman proposed a solution for how two entities
with no prior knowledge of each other could establish a shared secret
key over an insecure channel. The protocol is known as the Diffie-
Hellman key exchange and leverage the computational hardness of
discrete logarithms in order to achieve a secure key exchange. Given a
cyclic group G and a generator g 2 G a shared secret key can be agreed
upon between two parties through the following steps [11]:

1. Alice chooses a random natural number a and computes Y
A

= ga

and sends Y
A

to Bob.

2. Bob chooses a random natural number b and computes Y
B

= gb

and sends Y
B

to Alice

3. Alice computes the secret key K
AB

= (Y
B

)a = gab

4. Bob computes the secret key K
BA

= (Y
A

)b = gba

Alice and Bob can now communicate securely with the shared key,
K = K

AB

= K
BA

because gab = gba. An attacker must compute ei-
ther log(Y

A

) or log(Y
B

) in the group G in order to be able to compute
K = Y log(YB)

A

= Y log(YA)
B

. Given a sufficiently large cyclic group it is in-
tractable to compute the discrete logarithm, which is why an attacker
cannot compute the shared key given G, g, Y

A

and Y
B

[11, 2].
Unfortunately, because of the lack of authentication, neither Alice

or Bob can know for certain after the protocol with whom they have
exchanged a key, and therefore the protocol cannot guarantee privacy
of the communication. An attacker, Eve, can place themself between
Alice and Bob and negotiate keys with Alice and Bob separately, a so
called middle person attack. However, the separation of key exchange
and authentication allows the protocol to guarantee what is known as
perfect forward secrecy, which means that each key exchange must be
broken separately [10, 2].
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2.2.3 Authentication
This section will discuss two types of authentication, data origin and
entity authentication. Data origin authentication enables entities to
verify that a message originated from a specific entity and that it has
not been altered. Entity authentication enables the communicating
parties to verify the identities of each other [10].

Data origin authentication is usually a one step protocol and in-
volves the sender signing either the entire message or a computed
hash of the message with their private key. So if Alice wants to send
a message M to Bob, and they both want to be sure that M has not
been modified they can use the following protocol which ensures data
origin authentication [10]:

1. Alice can send the message in two slightly different ways:

(a) Alice sends Bob the encryption of M under Alice’s private
key.

(b) Alice sends Bob the message M concatenated with a mes-
sage authentication code. The message authentication code
can be computed as the encryption of H(M) under Alice’s
private key, where H is a cryptographic hash function.

2. Bob can validate the integrity and authenticity of the message M
by:

(a) Decrypting M using Alice’s public key.

(b) Decrypting the message authentication code using Alice’s
public key, computing H(M) and comparing the two val-
ues.

If Bob successfully can decrypt and verify the message Bob can
know for certain that Alice and only Alice was the originator of the
message. However, Bob cannot be sure that Alice was the one who ac-
tively sent the message, to know that the protocol need to incorporate
entity authentication. Entity authentication therefore needs to be able
to ensure the timeliness of a message, this is done using either time
stamps, which requires synchronized clocks, or a nonce, a random
number that is only used once, which requires a challenge-response
protocol [10].
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Entity authentication protocols fall into two categories, arbitrated
and direct authentication. Arbitrated authentication relies on a trusted
third party that arbitrates the authentication, with the downsides of
the trusted third party being able to monitor all communication and
possibly becoming a bottleneck. Though the two parties do not have
to have any prior knowledge about each other and they can use sym-
metric encryption despite this. With direct authentication the two en-
tities authenticate directly to each other using asymmetric encryption
or a pre-shared secret key [10].

2.2.4 Authenticated Key Exchange
This section describes two notable cryptographic protocols for authen-
ticated key exchange.

The STS Protocol

In 1992 Diffie, Van Oorschot and Wiener presented an augmentation
of the Diffie-Hellman protocol, the so called station to station (STS)
protocol. The protocol assumes that the entities that wish to commu-
nicate securely have a key pair that can be used to sign messages. This
ability to sign messages is what makes the STS protocol secure against
middle person attacks. The protocol does not use times tamps and
provides perfect forward secrecy and include explicit key confirma-
tion. The formal definition of the basic STS protocol is as follows, with
the generating element g, the encryption function E

K

() encrypting the
message under the symmetric key K and the signature function S

K

()
signing the message using the asymmetric key K. Where k

A

and k
B

are the private signing keys for Alice and Bob respectively, and where
a and b are random numbers generated by Alice and Bob respectively
[12]:

1. Alice to Bob: ga

2. Bob to Alice: gb, E
K

(S
kB(g

b, ga))

3. Alice to Bob: E
K

(S
kA(g

a, gb))

Note that the ordering of the exponentiations of g in the signature is
important. Each party always puts their exponentiation first because
it results in a deterministic signature because the ordering does not
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depend on, e.g., who initiated the protocol. Further, this makes it pos-
sible to exchange the exponentiations prior to sending the signatures,
which could be useful in some applications [12].

Without some external proof of possession of the corresponding
signature keys the STS protocol is vulnerable to an identity misbind-
ing attack in certain scenarios, e.g. when XOR encryption is used, as
described by Krawczyk [20]. A misbinding attack is an attack where
Alice believes to have executed the protocol with Bob, but Bob believes
to have executed the protocol with Eve. Furthermore the use of the ses-
sion key during the protocol leaks information about the session key,
because the key is no longer indistinguishable from random.

The SIGMA Family of Protocols

SIGMA family of protocols are a general approach to building authen-
ticated Diffie-Hellman protocols that improves upon the STS proto-
col by using a combination of signatures and message authentication
codes. More specifically SIGMA is secure against misbinding attacks
and does not leak information about the session key. SIGMA is the
basis for the signature based authenticated key exchange in the Inter-
net Key Exchange (IKE) protocol and is the only mode of public key
authentication in IKEv2. The following steps describe the SIGMA-I
protocol using the same notation as for the STS protocol. In addition
to protecting against misbinding attacks and not leaking information
about the session key, the SIGMA-I protocol also provides identity pro-
tection from an active attacker for the initiator of the protocol [20]:

1. Alice to Bob: ga

2. Bob to Alice: gb, E
Ke(B, S

kB(g
a, gb),MAC

Km(B))

3. Alice to Bob: E
Ke(A, SkA(g

b, ga),MAC
Km(A))

MAC
K

(M) computes a message authentication code (MAC) on the
message M with the secret key K. The encryption key K

e

, MAC key
K

m

, and session key K
s

are all derived from gab and are computation-
ally independent from each other. The keys K

a

and K
b

are said to
be computationally independent if no information about K

b

can be
learned from K

a

and vice versa [20].
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2.3 Remote Procedure Calls

2.3.1 Introduction
The purpose of a remote procedure call (RPC) protocol is to, in a client-
server model, make it as simple to execute code on a remote machine
as it is to call a local function. Therefore, as far as the client is con-
cerned, there is no difference between a remote procedure call and a
regular procedure call. All the server has to do is define some routines
it wishes to export. The rest is handled by the remote procedure call
protocol stack, which in general consists of a stub generator or proto-
col compiler and a run-time library [3, 8].

The purpose of the protocol compiler is to make the process of
packing function arguments and results into messages transparent to
the programmer. This has the benefits of avoiding simple format mis-
takes that can arise from writing the code by hand, and the compiler
may be able to optimize the code which leads to increased perfor-
mance [3].

The run-time library is responsible for delivering a remote proce-
dure call to the correct destination, thus the problem of naming arises.
The simplest solution is to build upon current internet protocols and
use a hostname and port number to identify the machine and process.
The next issue to solve is to choose a good transport layer. RPC pro-
tocols tend to be built upon a reliable transport layer, such as TCP,
which leads to some communication overhead. If the cost of the com-
munication overhead is deemed to high it is possible to incorporate
the reliability into the RCP protocol and use an unreliable transport
layer [3].

2.3.2 Protocol of Things
PoT is the RPC protocol that is used both for developing the proto-
type as well as the framework that devices that will be managed by
the prototype must adhere to. PoT has been designed with the ex-
plicit purpose of being capable of modeling any electronic device. On
a lower level every PoT device consists of a host server to which a sub-
ject can connect in order to issue remote procedure calls to the things
that the server hosts. Furthermore PoT have built-in access control
and support for distributed and decentralized delegation of authoriza-
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tions. PoT uses a RuBAC augmented DAC model in order to be able
to provide flexible authorizations.

PoT was designed in order to satisfy the following set of properties.
The protocol must be [27]:

• Generic and complete in the sense that it should be possible to
use it for any digital device with a digital communication chan-
nel. It should be possible to perform firmware updates, stream
data etc.

• Secure. There must be exactly one way to perform the access con-
trol and each thing must implement its own security and access
monitoring. The protocol must provide enough security for it to
be possible to connect the thing to the public internet. The owner
of a thing must be able to securely delegate access to the thing. It
must be possible to limit the delegated access in time and func-
tion. It must be possible to delegate access in multiple steps and
limit the maximum length of a delegation chain.

• Easy to use by a developer who writes code to create a thing. All
things must be able to describe itself and not need any external
documentation.

• Suitable for embedded devices. Since the thing is responsible for
its own access control the protocol must be light-weight enough
to being able to perform the access control on resource constrained
embedded devices.

• Able to run over any channel. More specifically the protocol
must work over slow communication channels such as Bluetooth
Low Energy, NFC, CAN bus, and mesh-based communication as
well as over TCP or WebSocket.

To achieve the goal of being able to model any digital device PoT
uses a set of different conversation types, the most notable of which
are the CALL and EVENT types. All conversation requests and re-
sponses are defined with a Binson object, a simple binary serialization
format similar to JSON, with support for binary data [25]. A conver-
sation’s request specification specifies a set of fields that by default are
required, but can be marked as optional. For example a conversation
for retrieving logs may have an optional field type that specifies the
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type of log entries to return, if the field is not present all log entries
are returned. Access to a conversation is restricted by specifying a re-
quired permission, e.g. read, write or makePancakes depending on
the type of conversation and device [27]. Access control in PoT is de-
scribed in more detail in section 3.7.

A CALL conversation is a request-response message exchange where
the user of a PoT client initiates a CALL conversation, e.g. to unlock a
door, and receives a response from the thing with either some return
data or an exception response [27].

An EVENT conversation is a subscription type message exchange
where the user of a PoT client requests to listen to events of a certain
type, e.g. when a door is locked or unlocked. The EVENT conversation
thus makes it possible to audit the use of a thing in real time or later
[27].

A TASK conversation is like a CALL conversation except it has the
ability to provide intermediate progress reports back to the PoT client
while the request is processed. This is useful for long lasting tasks like
file management or compute intensive tasks [27].

A SOCKET conversation provides a means of sending raw bytes
between a PoT client and a thing. One use case for this conversation
type is streaming audio or video, a task that is not suitable for the
EVENT conversation [27].

A GENERAL conversation is similar to the SOCKET conversation
except it permits the payload to be any Binson object [27].
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Related Work

This chapter provides some additional context for this degree project
by describing and evaluating some proposals for decentralized and
distributed authorizations, access control models for IoT as well as two
examples of access control system, one traditional and one generic so-
lution for cloud computing.

3.1 A Traditional Access Control System

The ARX access control system main purpose is to provide physical
access control to rooms and areas that are behind locked doors. ARX
is based on a client-server model where the server holds all the data for
the system and the client administers the system, making it possible to
audit logs, configure hardware, managing cards, persons and operator
users. ARX uses a RuBAC enhanced DAC model where permissions
are assigned to groups to which users can belong. The software itself
consists of several independent modules that can be combined to fit
different needs. Section 3.1.3 describes some of the different modules
[28].

3.1.1 Operation
Access decisions are performed in a Local Control Unit (LCU), to which
up to 16 doors can be connected. To get the most recent authoriza-
tion data the LCU establishes a secure connection to the server. The
server then pushes all needed configuration and access data to the
LCU. Therefore the LCU must not have constant access to the server

25
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Figure 3.1: ARX Software Architectural Model

and is therefore capable of making access decisions when the server is
unreachable. The LCU can send events, such as ”door open”, ”door
closed”, ”valid card”, ”invalid pin”, etc., to the server for logging. In
the case where there is no LCU, and therefore no connection to the
server, authorization information can flow between the server and the
locks via access cards that are used with online locks. In this case au-
thorization decisions are made in the lock instead of in an LCU. When
there is no connection to the server it is also possible to update the
authorization data with an updater unit [28].

3.1.2 Software Architecture
This section describes the architecturally significant parts of the object
model and figure 3.1 visualizes these parts more concisely [28].

Domain. A grouping of Persons, Access Areas, Calendar and Ac-
cess Categories that divide the system into smaller components in or-
der to separate administration. To let each tenant in an office building
administer their own personnel.

Operator. Administrates the system, by creating Schedules, adding
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Cards to a Person, granting Access to Access Categories, etc.
Access Rights. The privileges in the system. Access Rights can be

set for a specific Domain or for all Domains in an installation. To for
example grant read privileges to all Persons in a specific Domain.

Person. A user, someone who is passing through and interacts with
the doors in the system. A Person can have several Cards and be con-
nected to several Access Categories.

Card. A credential used by a Person to pass through a door. A card
can have an owner which is a Person. Only cards that have an owner
can be used to access doors.

Access Category. A collection of Persons, and where the access
rights are set. The Persons that belong to an Access Category have the
same rights as the Access Category.

Validity. Sets a time limit on the connection between an Access
Category and a Person.

Authorization. Specifies the access for Persons to Doors by con-
necting a Schedule with a Calendar, an Access Category and an Access
Area to a Person.

Schedule. Specifies when access is granted to an Access Area. Fur-
thermore schedules also specifies other functionality such as the secu-
rity level for a Door, e.g. to force Card and PIN on weekends and only
Card on weekdays. A Schedule is connected to a Calendar.

Calendar. Defines which date is of a certain day type, thereby
defining which days are weekdays, weekends, holidays and other types
of days.

Access Area. A collection of Doors and/or other Access Areas.
Doors in an Access Area are restricted by the Schedule and Access
Category in the same Authorization.

Door. Is placed in an Access Area. Passage through the door is
decided by the rules set up for the Authorization.

Door Type. Specifies security levels, e.g. an office door and an en-
trance door can be of different Door Types because they need different
properties for specifying when and how entrance is granted.

3.1.3 System Abilities
This section describes some of the modules available for ARX to give
the reader better understanding of the kind of access control function-
ality ARX can provide as detailed in [1].
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XML Import/Export. Enables the import and export of system data
via XML. For when ARX is a part of a larger system of different access
control systems.

Visit. Visitor management that makes it possible to register visi-
tors. Integrates with ARX via XML Import/Export. A visitor can get a
printed visitor tag and optionally some access rights when registering
a visit.

Photo log. Makes it possible to increase control at an entrance by
displaying a photo when Persons enters through specific doors. For a
guard post scenario, where a guard can verify that the person in the
photo and the person at the door is the same person.

Triggers. Makes it possible to define events for which automatic
action should be taken. In case of fire Triggers makes it possible to
close fire doors, generate and print evacuation lists and/or send e-
mails automatically.

Zone Control. Makes it possible to define zones to know which
Persons are where. Can be combined with Triggers to e.g. create evac-
uation lists.

Anti-Passback. Makes it possible to control how Persons move
through different areas by preventing a Person to enter an area in
which they already are. This can be done by preventing the same card
from being used to open the same door in quick succession from the
same side or it can enhance zone control by enforcing that to enter a
specific zone the Person must come from a specific zone.

Lock. Two or more doors can be connected to create a lock by en-
forcing that at most one door can be open at any moment in time.

3.1.4 Use cases
This section describes some key functionality in ARX by describing
some important use cases.

Receiving Events

When an event is received by the event handler it notifies a communi-
cation server which loads all relevant configuration and authorization
data for each LCU. This data is compared to what has already been
sent to the LCU, the changes are then sent to the LCU [28].
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Adding a new LCU

The operator must have the proper access rights and the area to which
the LCU is added must exist in the system. The operator adds the LCU
to the system which passes the command to an installation handler
that persists the LCU and sends a create event to the event handler
[28].

Adding a new Authorization

The Schedule, Access Category and Access Area that is to be used must
all exist in the system. An operator adds an authorization to an access
area, the command is passed to an access area handler that persists the
authorization and sends a create event to the event handler [28].

Importing Data

The external system must have the right credentials, there must exist
an .xml file that is to be imported. The external system calls the im-
port service in the with the data that is to update the database. The
import service connects to the Import/Export module and gets an im-
port handler which parses the data and updates and creates the system
accordingly by creating new Cards, Access Categories and/or Persons
which are persisted by their respective handler. The import handler
also sends create, update and delete events to the event handler depend-
ing on the imported data [28].

3.2 A Generic Access Control System

Traditional access control models have assumed that the resource owner
and the servers providing the resource are in the same domain. For
cloud computing this is no longer the case, the owner of the data and
the cloud service provider are likely to reside in different domains.
Additionally, the cloud service may not be permitted to access the data
of its customers for confidentiality reasons. These reasons makes tra-
ditional access control systems unable to manage access control in the
cloud according to Kaffel-Ben Ayed and Zaghdoudi [18].

IoT faces similar problems, a home owner may temporarily want
a courier service to be able to allow one of their couriers to open the
garage door in order to deliver a package to the relative safety of the
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garage as opposed to missing the delivery or leaving the package on
the porch. Most home owners are not likely to be comfortable giving
a courier service full and unlimited access to their garage door, and
would not trust the courier service to remove their IoT device from
the access control system upon a successful delivery. Therefore it is
important that the home owner is able to limit the delegation of privi-
lege in both time and functionality.

The following requirements were identified for a generic cloud based
access control system [18]:

1. Scalability. The access control system must be able to handle a
large number of users

2. Authentication and trust. Reliable and strong user authentica-
tion as well as a mutual trust relationship between users and
cloud providers with definitions of trusted behaviors is required.

3. Heterogeneity and interoperability. The system must support di-
verse technologies and mechanisms used to deliver cloud ser-
vices as well as allow for interoperability between two different
cloud services.

4. Fine-grained access control. Data owners must be able to define
expressive access control for users.

5. Quality of service. Access decisions must be provided in a rea-
sonable time to users.

6. Delegation of capabilities. Users collaborate to fulfill tasks, there-
fore delegation of permissions and roles are necessary.

A single sign on-based approach using Kerberos is presented by
Kaffel-Ben Ayed and Zaghdoudi [18] that fulfills the requirements above.
The Kerberos server authenticates users and grants tickets to users for
access to resources. A frontal cloud server connects the user to the
rules engine, which in turn grants the user access to the resource. A
ticket is a temporary set of credentials that verify the identity of a client
for a resource and contains identifying information about among other
things the ticket itself, the user, the permission, e.g. read or write, and
a digital signature. In addition an encrypted nonce is sent with mes-
sages requesting access to a resource, thus preventing replay attacks.
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3.3 Active Certificates

Active certificates mixes the concepts of signed delegation certificates
with delegation of privilege through proxy. A signed delegation cer-
tificate is a signed statement of who have delegated which privileges
to whom. The access monitor combines the certificate with internal
policies, and possibly other available certificates in order to produce
an authorization decision. A proxy is a daemon that is able to perform
operations on behalf of the original owner. The proxy performs dele-
gation by accepting and processing requests from users. The requested
operation is executed by the proxy if the user is authorized. Neither
solution is without problem, delegation certificates must be uniformly
interpreted by all access monitors, yet still provide rich and powerful
delegation policies, which may result in a system that is not flexible
enough. Delegation through proxy on the other hand is highly versa-
tile because the proxy itself performs the access control. But this leads
to other problems, such as the proxy having to authorize users, and
that the owner must somehow provide access to the proxy. Further-
more, the lending of the necessary credentials to the proxy introduces
security concerns [9].

An active certificate is a delegation certificate that contains a mo-
bile agent, program code that can be instantiated by a resource. When
Alice wants to delegate some privilege to Bob, Alice creates an active
certificate by implementing a proxy in the form of mobile agent and
signs the code, which authorizes the mobile agent to act on behalf of
Alice. When Bob wants to use a resource they present the resource
with the active certificate. The resource is able to verify the signature
and instantiate the mobile agent, setting it up to proxy requests for
Bob. Thus, when Bob performs an authenticated request to the active
certificate it is able to decide if Bob is authorized or not, and if so it
performs the requested operation on behalf of Alice. Because the in-
coming requests are seen as coming from Alice the resource is able to
perform access control as if the request actually came from Alice. This
also means that Alice can only delegate access to something that Al-
ice have access to. Consider this example where Alice have delegated
read access to the file foo to Bob [9]:

• Alice writes an agent program that is able to process and ver-
ify incoming requests and signs the code. The signed code, the
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active certificate, is handed to Bob.

• Bob presents the file system with the active certificate, which ver-
ifies Alice’s signature and instantiates the agent program.

• Bob sends a request to the agent program to read the file foo. The
request is processed and all conditions are verified, e.g. that the
current time is between two dates, that the user is Bob, that the
operation is read and that the file is foo, etc. If all conditions are
true the agent program performs the request on behalf of Alice
and returns the results to Bob.

Active certificates have a few interesting properties, among other
things they [9, 31]:

• Are highly expressive in terms of the kind of delegations they are
able to provide because they employ proxied delegation of priv-
ilege. By implementing the mobile agent in a sufficiently pow-
erful programming language it is possible to perform file system
interactions or interact with other processes in the system.

• Are almost completely transparent to resources, they only need
to process a part of an active certificate.

• Are able to perform offline delegations, which allows the one
who delegated the privilege to not participate in the authoriza-
tion decision. Only in the case of certificate revocation does a
resource have to have intermittent access to an online server.

• Are chainable. When Alice delegates certain access to Bob, Bob
is able to further delegate access to Carol. Such chains can be ar-
bitrarily long and there is no way to limit the ability to further
delegate access to a resource. Even if a mobile agent did manage
to impose such a restriction it would be possible to create a mo-
bile agent that is completely transparent to the system and thus
bypasses such a restriction.

• Can permanently or temporarily revoke itself. The mobile agent
is allowed to modify the certificate and can thus disable itself
if a user that is authorized to change the certificate requests it.
This means that it is possible to avoid the traditional certificate
revocation list which takes time to propagate.
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3.4 Trust Aware Access Control for IoT

Bernal et al. [4] presents a trust-aware access control model that takes
quality of service, security, reputation and social relationships into ac-
count. The model groups IoT devices into bubbles together with an
authorization manager that generates authorization credentials. Fur-
thermore each IoT device has its own trust manager that assesses the
trustworthiness of an entity. For resource constrained devices the trust
manager is assumed to be deployed on a more powerful network com-
ponent. The proposal uses an optimized cryptographic for lower mem-
ory footprint and faster execution.

Communication can be broken down into four steps [4]:

1. Selection. The requesting device A queries its own trust manager
to select the most trustworthy device that offers the service.

2. Token acquisition. A queries the authorization manager in the
bubble of the target device B to obtain an authorization credential
for the desired service at B.

3. Transaction. A issues a request to B to access the resource with
the token supplied in the previous step. B calculates the trust-
worthiness of A by querying its trust manager, it makes a deci-
sion and issues a response back to A.

4. Reward. A updates its trust manager by providing information
about the transaction.

Between two constrained devices the total time for device selec-
tion, token acquisition, transaction and reward is over 3000 ms, the
trust manager resides on a separate, more powerful device, to speed
up execution. Between non-constrained devices the total time is ap-
proximately 400 ms. In both cases the transaction step is by far the
most time consuming step, taking approximately 60-80% of the total
time. The authors argue that these times are reasonable [4].

3.5 Macaroons

A macaroon, like a traditional web cookie, is a token that a bearer can
present to a service in order to get authorized. Macaroons are designed
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for the web, mobile devices and the cloud and were developed in order
to facilitate a more secure and controlled sharing of private end-user
data between different cloud services [7].

A macaroon is a kind of Merkle-Damgård construction [29] where
the initialization vector is kept secret by the cloud service provider. A
new macaroon is created by a cloud service provider by choosing a
random nonce as the head of the macaroon. The head is then com-
pressed using a hash function combined with the initialization vector,
this is called the tail. The cloud service provider can then add caveats,
to the macaroon by adding them as successive blocks and recomput-
ing the tail by compressing the caveat with the last tail. A user can add
caveats in a similar fashion [7].

A caveat is a predicate that restricts the macaroons authority as
well as the context in which the macaroon can be used. A caveat can
attenuate the authority of a macaroon, by limit what objects and what
operations it permits, contextually confine it by requiring third-party
signatures, or restrict when, from where, or in what observable context
it may be used. Caveats that can be verified directly by the reference
monitor are called first-party, and those requiring verification from a
third party, separate from requester and verifier, are called third-party
caveats. More specifically a caveat can require proof that a request
originated from a specific device where a specific user is authenticated,
or that the request must come with a discharge, a proof of validity,
approved by an abuse-detection service [7].

A cloud service provider authorizes a request if the macaroon is
valid. A macaroon is verified by making sure that all caveats hold true
in the context of the request, and by checking that its tail is correct.
Thus, a macaroon that contains caveats that are disjoint, e.g. ”opera-
tion is read”, and ”operation is write”, authorizes nothing. The valid-
ity of the tail is verified by the service provider by computing it again
by pushing the head and caveats through the Merkle-Damgård con-
struction using the secret initialization vector in the first step [7].

3.6 Vanadium

Vanadium is a framework for IoT similar to PoT, they both are RPC
protocols with decentralized and distributed delegation of authoriza-
tions that rely on peer-to-peer communication, asymmetric cryptogra-
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phy and have security as a key property [38, 27]. Compared to PoT the
desired features for Vanadium focused less on efficiency for hardware
limited devices and more on flexibility of the authorization model.

Vanadium was designed in order to satisfy the following desired
features [38]:

• Decentralization. The model must not force dependence on any
global authority, any entity in the system can be the authority of
a set of other entities in the system.

• Mutual authentication and authorization. All interactions be-
tween entities in the system must be mutually authenticated and
authorized. Mutual authentication is essential when the com-
municating entities are suspicious, unidirectional authentication
opens up for security and privacy attacks.

• Compound identities. Users and devices may have multiple
identities. A user may have identities from many different sources,
e.g. from a social media site, work, the government, etc. A device
may have multiple identities too, e.g. a model or serial number
from the manufacturer and an identity from the device owner.
The authorization model must capture this compound nature of
an entity’s identities.

• Fine-grained delegation. The owner of a device must be able
to delegate access to the device to another user in the system
and put conditions on the delegation in order to limit its scope.
The model must support chained delegations. The delegation
mechanism must be flexible and convenient to use, or users will
be pushed towards less secure workarounds.

• Auditable access. Users must be able to audit the use of the del-
egated access to the devices they own. A user must be able to
determine who has access to their devices, and they must be able
to audit who has exercised that access. This is important since a
user may not be able to articulate the intentions of a delegation at
the time of delegation. An accurate audit trail makes it possible
to detect mismatches between the intentions behind a delegation
and how it is used.

• Revocation. Because of user mistake, lost or stolen devices, etc.,
it is important for an authorization model to support revocation.
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A user must be able to revoke access to the door lock for a former
room mate.

• Ease of use. Usability is a key factor in the effectiveness of a sys-
tem. Complex and hard to use systems push users towards inse-
cure workarounds in order avoid the complexities in the system.

The decentralization and compound identity problems are solved
by blessings. Each entity in the system has one or more hierarchical
and human readable names associated with it called blessings. Bless-
ings are used for authentication and authorization and to bind a pub-
lic key to a human readable name. Thus the public key of an entity
does not matter as long as it can prove that it has a blessing name that
satisfies the access monitor. On a lower level a blessing is a chain of
certificates containing four fields; a name, a public key, a list of caveats,
and a signature. Caveats in Vanadium are based on the caveats used in
Macaroons. A set of trusted blessing roots are used to defend against
forgery of blessings, thus only blessings with the correct public key in
the root blessing are recognized [38].

Blessings can be divided into two sets, blessing names and bless-
ing patterns, where the former is a strict subset of the latter. Compared
to blessing names blessing patterns can also contain group names, de-
noted with the subscript G, as well as blessing names. A group is a
collection of blessing names that can be stored on a remote server. By
grouping entities it is possible to simplify the blessing management
for users [38].

Every device that implements Vanadium holds an ACL consisting
of two clauses, allow and deny, each containing lists of blessing pat-
terns to allow or deny respectively. For a blessing pattern to be al-
lowed it must match with at least one in the allow list and at most
zero in the deny list. Both the allow and deny clauses matches on pre-
fixes, making it possible to allow blessings that have been blessed fur-
ther and conversely still deny blessings that have been blessed further.
For example Alice might want to put the blessing Alice/Houseguest

in the allow clause of the ACL in their TV in order to delegate ac-
cess to Bob with a blessing Alice/Houseguest/Bob, who in turn can
bless their watch with Alice/Houseguest/Bob/Watch. Or Alice can
create a group AliceFriendsG, which can contain blessing names or
blessing patterns, e.g. the blessing name Bob or the blessing pat-
tern DavesFriendsG/Phone. If Alice puts AliceFriendsG in the al-
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low clause of the ACL in her TV and the blessing name Bob is in
the group AliceFriendsG, then the blessing Bob/Phone will match
AliceFriendsG/Phone in Alice’s TV [38].

Blessings can be delegated through chaining with the Bless oper-
ation, which takes the public key of the receiver, the private key of
the delegator, the blessing that is extended, the name used for the ex-
tension and a list of caveats. For example Alice can bless their TV as
Alice/TV to access a streaming video service and thus the blessing
makes the following assertion [38]:

The name Alice/TV is bound to the TV’s public key
as long as the target is SomeCorp/StreamingService

Client and server in a remote procedure call (RPC) authenticate
each other by presenting their blessings bound to their public keys.
Vanadium uses the SIGMA-I protocol that ensures that both ends learns
the other end’s blessings and that they hold the corresponding private
key. At the end of the protocol the entities can communicate securely
using a shared symmetric key. A RPC request is authorized only if a
valid blessing is presented, blessings are validated in three steps [38]:

1. The signatures in the certificate chain is verified

2. The blessing root is verified

3. All caveats are verified within the context of the request

Revocation is easy when a blessing has been added to an ACL or a
group as it only involves removing the entry. For blessings it is harder,
either you can only issue blessings with caveats that limit the validity
of the blessing in time, or a third-party caveat can be used. With a
third-party caveat the user must first contact the third party before
presenting the blessing in order to receive a discharge that must be
presented along with the blessing in order to get authorized [38].

3.7 Protocol of Things

The first time a PoT device is started it has no owner and must be
claimed. When an owner has claimed the device they can add more
owners to the device. A user that is listed as an owner in the PoT de-
vice have full access to the device. If the owner of a PoT device wants
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to share access to the device they create signed delegation of permis-
sion similar to a blessing in Vanadium. PoT relies on asymmetric cryp-
tography to make this work. PoT assumes that all users have one key
pair that can be used to digitally sign and verify messages and one key
pair that can be used to encrypt and decrypt messages [27].

A signed delegation can be thought of as a link in a chain of signed
delegations. A delegation chain must start with an owner of a device
and end with the user that presents the delegation chain to the device.
Each delegation link contains the identity of the signer, the identity
of the receiver, a time constraint that defines when the delegation is
valid, a functional constraint which defines the permission(s) that the
receiver has been authorized to use, and if the receiver is allowed to
further delegate access to the thing, and if so how long the delegation
chain may be. Delegation chains can also specify specific PoT hosts
and things for which the chain is valid. A delegation chain is consid-
ered to be broken if the receiver identity of the previous link does not
match the signer identity of the current link [27].

The self descriptive property of PoT devices makes it possible for
an owner to see exactly how the manufacturer of a device has cho-
sen to partition the device’s conversations into groups that require a
specific permission [27]. A manufacturer of elevator control panels
might want to group the device’s conversations into read and move,
where conversations requiring the move permission can move the ele-
vator to a new floor. Conversations requiring the read permission can
only read the internal state of the device, e.g. the current floor, the to-
tal number of floors etc. In this scenario it is reasonable to define the
move permission to also contain the read permission, thus a user that
has been delegated the move permission can also read the device’s in-
ternal state. If the manufacturer wants to enable access control to every
floor from the control panel it is possible to instead of the move permis-
sion define one permission per floor and have separate conversations
that moves the elevator to the desired floor.

To provide secure communication PoT relies on the open source
cryptographic protocol Salt Channel, which is built upon the Tweet-
NaCl (pronounced: "tweet salt") cryptographic library. Salt Channel
implements a version of the STS-protocol to ensure mutually authen-
ticated key exchanges. Privacy, authenticity and replay attack protec-
tion is ensured using nonces. Furthermore the protocol also includes
time stamped messages in order to thwart an attack where an attacker
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simply delays a packet and relays it at a later point in time in order to
delay the desired action [24, 6].

Delay attacks are a separate issue from replay attacks and require
different countermeasures. Consider a legitimate user trying to open
a door by sending a packet, which is intercepted by an attacker, the
attacker also intercepts any subsequent packets sent by the user. The
attacker can now walk up to the door and open it at will, using the
legitimate users packet [26, 27].

When a user has connected and authenticated themself to a PoT
device that they do not own they can present a delegation chain to
the device with a login call. The access monitor can verify if the user
have access to the thing without any prior knowledge of the user by
verifying that [27]:

• the delegation chain starts with an owner of the device or that
there exists a delegation chain in the device that ends with the
same identity that the user supplied chains starts with

• the delegation chain is not broken

• the user have been delegated the necessary permission(s) in all
links

• that all delegation links are valid at the current time

• that the delegation chain length is not longer than the maximum
allowed length

A delegation chain is valid at a specific time if the time satisfies the
delegation chain’s time constraint. A time constraint is a boolean val-
ued function of time, with granularity in minutes. More specifically,
time constraint uses Unix time in minutes to describe points in time,
meaning that the a time is defined as the floored value of milliseconds
elapsed since 1970-01-01 00:00:00.000 divided by 60 000 [27].

The simplest time constraint have a start and an end time. A time
satisfies such a time constraint if it lies within the start and end times.
More complex time constraint can contain one or more intervals that
are specified by three unsigned integer values for start time, duration
and repetition count. The start time of an interval is relative to the time
constraint’s start time. The duration specifies how long the interval is
and the repetition count is a positive integer that specifies how many
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times the interval is to be repeated. Only values in the range [1, 255] are
valid as repetition counts. Intervals have a one week period, meaning
that an interval specified with begin time 0, duration 10, and repeti-
tion 3 can be expanded into the three intervals [0, 9], [10080, 10089] and
[20160, 20169], because a week is 10080 minutes long. Only times that
fall within the start and end times of the time constraints and within
at least one interval satisfies the time constraint for a time constraint
with one or more intervals [27].

All remote procedure calls, conversations, to a thing go through the
things access monitor, which ensures that only authorized users can
execute code on the thing [27]. It is easy to see that PoT delegations
are similar to blessings in Vanadium. They can both be thought of as
signed chains of certificates that can only keep or further restrict the
delegated access in the next link.

PoT delegations are shared using a file format that can contain mul-
tiple delegation chains. The file format is called autho. The file con-
tains one serialized Binson object that contains two fields. The first
field specifies the signer and receiver public signing and encryption
keys, and the second field is an array of Binson objects where each
Binson object in the array contains:

• one delegation chain

• information about the host for which the chain is valid

• the name, description and public signing keys of the signer and
receiver

• information about the permission that has been delegated

Using the information contained in this file it is possible for a user
to inspect and see what they have been delegated. Using the delega-
tion chain it is also possible for a user to compute locally if they have
access to a given permission on a given host at some point in time [27].

PoT also defines a file format for sharing public keys. The file for-
mat is called pubkey. As with the file format for delegation chains
these files are based on serialized Binson objects. The Binson object
contains the public signing and encryption keys, a name, the time the
file was generated, an optional email, and an optional image [27].
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3.8 Research Gap

Traditional access control systems, like ARX, are not equipped to man-
age access to a diverse and often changing set of devices. Having to
modify the source code in order to be able to manage access to a new
type of device is not acceptable for an access control system for IoT de-
vices. Therefore a more generic access control system is needed, one
that does not require specific code for a certain type of device.

The generic access control system based on Kerberos described ear-
lier in this thesis works well in the context of cloud computing, where
access to a service is predicated on that it is connected to the internet.
For IoT devices this may not always be the case, for security reasons
one might want separate the IoT devices and put them in an isolated
network segment [19]. It may therefore not be possible to access the
resource from the proposed rules engine which grants the user access
to the resource.

Active certificates requires program code, and it may be difficult to
generate these in a way that is user friendly. In a sense active certifi-
cates burdens the users with the obligation of implementing an access
monitor that is to perform the access control. Therefore active cer-
tificates are not a good solution for managing access to IoT devices
where the owner may not the knowledge to generate an active certifi-
cate manually.

The trust aware access control model described earlier in this thesis
is a reasonable proposal if all IoT devices are sufficiently powerful and
if there is no need for a centralized access control system that manages
access to devices in multiple IoT bubbles. The authors who proposed
the trust aware access control model concludes that the time overhead
imposed by the access control model is reasonable, a dubious conclu-
sion at best considering the cryptographic library was optimized for
speed. A three second delay between user action and result for hard-
ware constrained devices can hardly be considered usable and would
likely result in users issuing multiple requests before the first has fin-
ished.

Most importantly for the trust aware access control model it is not
clear how one would manage access to devices in multiple IoT bubbles
from a centralized access control system, as is the goal of this degree
project. A centralized system would have to be able to modify the trust
values for devices and users in the different IoT bubbles, which would
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work as long as an IoT bubble was managed by at most one separate
access control system. In this scenario user access can be revoked by
an access control system by updating the trust values in the respective
IoT bubbles.

In a scenario where a user is an employee of two companies, and
has been granted access to resource A in a specific IoT bubble from two
separate access control systems, managed by each respective company.
Now imagine when the user no longer works for one of the compa-
nies, a good security policy would be to revoke all access for that user,
which can be done by updating the trust values. But what does this
mean for the access granted to the user by the other access control
system? The user should still have access to resource A, but another
access control system has just reduced the trustworthiness of the user
in order to revoke the users access. Trust values must therefore be pe-
riodically updated by every access control system due possible actions
taken by other access control systems. Therefore the trust aware access
control model is clearly not suitable to try to centralize as it would lead
to unnecessary complexity and uncertainty.

Macaroons are a distributed but not decentralized authorization
scheme. Because of the lack of decentralization they are not suffi-
ciently flexible to be used as authorization tokens for IoT devices. A
macaroon must originate at a central service, e.g. the IoT device itself,
and does therefore not allow any user to have full access to the device
as an owner would. But the concepts of caveats provide a highly flex-
ible and expressive access control model that could be used for IoT, as
demonstrated by the Vanadium framework.

The access control model in Vanadium takes the flexibility of caveats
from macaroons and make it possible to distribute them in a decentral-
ized manner. However, because of the very high flexibility of caveats
it may be hard to express what a blessing actually grants access to. But
the biggest problem if one would try to create a centralized access con-
trol system that manages access to devices that uses the access control
model proposed by Vanadium is that the devices are not self descrip-
tive. Take the blessing Alice/ACS which authorizes an access control
system to access a streaming service and thus makes the following as-
sertions:

The name Alice/ACS is bound to the access control
system’s public key
as long as the target is SomeCorp/StreamingService
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If an access control system is given this blessing it is unclear how
to present to an administrator exactly how this blessing can be fur-
ther restricted. It is clear that the access control system can restrict
the blessing in time, e.g. by adding the caveat that time of day must
be between 10:00 and 22:00. But the streaming service may make it
possible to restrict a blessing to only grant access to PG-13 rated con-
tent or below. Vanadium does not appear to include functionality to
convey this type of information. Furthermore two different streaming
services could implement two different and incompatible versions of
caveats that restricts the content a blessing authorizes a user to stream.
Caveats appear to be too flexible in order to be usable within the con-
text of creating an access control system for IoT.

The strength of PoT compared to Vanadium is that devices that ad-
here to the protocol are capable of self description. This self descrip-
tive property makes it clear how to present how a delegation can be
further restricted. An interesting side note is that all delegation con-
straints available to PoT can be expressed with caveats in Vanadium,
PoT delegations are in other words a strict subset of Vanadium bless-
ings in terms of flexibility. But it is also interesting to note that the
following statement only holds true for Vanadium devices that are ca-
pable of understanding the caveats. Since two functionally identical
caveats can be expressed in two incompatible ways it is not certain
that all Vanadium devices can validate all caveats.
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Method

This chapter describes how this degree project was executed. Consid-
ering the exploratory nature of this degree project the results from this
study are mostly qualitative in nature, as it involves designing a proto-
type for a new type of access control system. Some quantitative results
were also generated to show the feasibility of authorization generation
in terms of time and space.

4.1 Pre-study

The first stage of the degree project was the pre-study, which first fo-
cused on the foundations of access control, cryptographic protocols
and remote procedure call protocols. This part of the pre-study has
been presented in chapter 2, Background. The second stage of the
pre-study focused on the evaluation of existing access control systems
and some proposed distributed or decentralized access control mod-
els. The ARX access control system has been presented and evaluated
as a reference access control system. The pre-study was concluded by
identifying which of the evaluated proposed access control models for
IoT would be suitable to build an access control system around. The
second and third stage of the pre-study has been presented in chapter
3, Related Work.

44
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4.2 Prototype Development

The design of the prototype was be guided by the findings from the
pre-study. The first step of the design process was to define a require-
ments specification for the prototype. The requirements specification
contains functional requirements such that they provide a functional
cover that is close to the reference access control system described as
part of the pre-study. As part of this process the purpose of each re-
quirement was given a level of priority.

The next step in the design process was to express the key points
of the software architecture as a conceptual object model as well as to
describe and motivate these design choices.

The third step was the implementation of the proposed design and
the description of the most important real world use cases: adding a
new user, adding a new device, creating a role, adding permissions
to a role, adding roles to users, revoking access for users, and users
interacting with PoT devices.

4.3 Feasibility of Authorization Generation

The feasibility of the authorization generation was investigated both in
terms of the time it takes to generate authorization files as well as the
size of these files. The execution time of the authorization generation is
affected by the number of users holding roles, the number of roles per
user and the number of permissions per role. By varying the number
of users, roles and permissions per role it was possible to see how it
affected execution time. Because only the total execution time of the
authorization generation is of interest the time was measured using a
simple system stopwatch [13]. Because the program is long lived the
algorithm was run 100 times with 100 permissions per role, 5 roles per
user and 100 users to allow for steady-state-performance. To improve
the significance of the results the mean execution time and confidence
interval was computed from 100 samples, as suggested by Georges,
Buytaert, and Eeckhout [15]. The confidence interval was computed
assuming a normally distributed execution time.

All authorization generation tests started with 10 users with 1 role
and 10 permissions per role. The number of users, roles and permis-
sions per role was incremented separately by multiplying the corre-
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sponding base number number with an integer. Thus, the first round
sampled execution times to generate 1 role with 10 permissions for 10
users, the second sampled execution times to generate 1 role with 20
permissions for 10 users, and so on. Every user was assigned all roles,
and every role contained every permission.

The total file size in bytes was measured for the generated autho-
rizations in order to facilitate an evaluation if it is feasible to store
the authorizations on a mobile device and to load them into physi-
cal memory. The total file size was measured for a single user with
one role. The number of roles and users was not be increased because
all roles and users are identical.

To minimize variability in execution time all performance tests was
run on an Intel Core i7 2600K CPU with its frequency fixed at 4.5 Ghz
on a computer running Windows 7 with minimal background pro-
cesses. Authorization files are generated sequentially for each user
and all users are handled sequentially.

4.4 Prototype Evaluation

The prototype was evaluated with respect to the requirement speci-
fication by looking at the overall design and code, as well as manu-
ally testing and running the prototype to make sure that it works as
intended. In addition to this some simple time measurements were
performed when running the prototype.

The time to execute a Salt Channel handshake was measured. The
time was measured from right before opening the WebSocket connec-
tion to right before signalling that a Salt Channel has been successfully
opened.

Timing information about conversations was also gathered by per-
forming a remote procedure call that retrieved zero roles and one that
retrieved 20 users. These times were measured from the start of a re-
mote procedure call to just before the response data is dispatched to a
function that receives the response. This includes the creation, serial-
ization and encryption of the request, and the decryption and parsing
of the response.
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4.5 Hypothesis

The hypothesis is that, by imposing the restriction on devices that they
must adhere to a specific framework, it will be possible to design an ac-
cess control system that is more capable than a more traditional access
control system at managing a highly diverse set of such devices.

The hypothesis will be evaluated by analyzing and reasoning about
the strengths and weaknesses of the proposed design. If the thesis de-
tails a design for a generic access control system that is able to handle
any device that follows the specific protocol the hypothesis was cor-
rect.

4.6 Evaluation

The objective of this degree project has been fulfilled if the thesis de-
tails an evaluation of some proposed frameworks for IoT, and contains
a design proposal for an access control system that is especially suited
to manage access to a highly diverse set of IoT devices. Furthermore
the thesis must contain an evaluation of the capabilities of the proto-
type within the context of managing IoT devices and an evaluation of
the feasibility of the proposed design.



Chapter 5

The Prototype Access Control
System

This chapter contains the objective results of the prototype design pro-
cess, descriptions of how the prototype works and the results of the
authorization generation performance.

5.1 Security

5.1.1 Security Assumptions
The security requirements for the prototype is that it should not intro-
duce any additional security concerns not already introduced by PoT,
and if possible mitigate security concerns introduced by PoT.

The prototype inherits the attacker model from Salt Channel, which
in large parts inherits its attacker model from that of the underlying
cryptographic library. An attacker is assumed to be able to modify,
delay, stop, save, and send arbitrary messages between peers.

The cryptographic primitives used by Salt Channel designed to
meet the standard notion of unforgeability for public key signatures,
and privacy and authenticity for symmetric authenticated encryption
using nonces [36, 35]. In addition to ensuring unforgeability, privacy
and authenticity Salt Channel also protects against delay attacks.

The cryptographic primitives used by the PoT library to create au-
tho files are designed to meet the standard notions of privacy and
third-party unforgeability for authenticated asymmetric encryption us-
ing nonces [32], and unforgeability for public key signatures.

48
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PoT authentication and authorization can be assumed to be secure
because the security of the underlying framework is orthogonal to the
design of the prototype. But the underlying framework must be secure
if the prototype is to be viable as a practical solution to the problem of
designing an access control system for IoT.

5.1.2 Attacking the Prototype
Any attacker can connect to the server side of the prototype with a
normal Salt Channel handshake but because the attacker is not present
in the list of owners in the prototype the attacker can only execute the
public remote procedure calls. Thus the attacker can only learn the
public information about the prototype. If such an attacker wishes to
execute a conversation requiring a permission they must first perform
a login call with a delegation chain signed by one of the owners of the
prototype. Because delegation chains contains unforgeable signatures
an attacker cannot give themself permission to execute conversations
requiring permissions.

A person in the middle attacker that modifies a message between
the client and server side of the prototype, e.g. in order to change
the conversation, is unable to do so without the verification raising an
exception at the receiver end during decryption. This is because the
cryptographic primitive used for symmetric encryption ensures both
privacy and authenticity, i.e. each message is both encrypted and pro-
tected using a message authentication code. An attacker cannot forge
a message authentication code because they cannot compute the secret
key agreed upon by the peers during the key agreement.

An attacker cannot decrypt an autho file generated by the pro-
totype to learn which permissions a specific user has been granted
because the cryptographic primitive used to encrypt the file ensures
privacy. An attacker also not forge an autho file because the crypto-
graphic primitive ensures third-party unforgeability.

Thus, an attacker cannot execute conversations requiring permis-
sions, modify or forge a legitimate users communication with the pro-
totype, decrypt or forge an autho file to learn what permissions a spe-
cific user has been delegated. For an attacker to compromise the sys-
tem they must compromise the key pair of a legitimate user.

As with most web servers the prototype is vulnerable to various
denial of service attacks. The PoT library accepts all incoming Salt
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Channel handshake requests. As a result it was possible to perform a
denial of service attack on the prototype by performing between 200
and 300 Salt Channel handshakes from a single browser tab. Because
the prototype is a more interesting target than most IoT devices the
best solution to protect against denial of service attacks is to place the
server on a local network.

5.2 Prototype Design

This section contains the requirement specification and software archi-
tecture for the prototype as well as a description of how each individ-
ual requirement was implemented or could be implemented.

5.2.1 Requirement Specification
Table 5.1 details the requirement specification for the prototype. Each
requirement has an associated ID which describes its priority level.
IDs are on the form N.A, where N 2 {1, 2, 3} and A 2 {A,B, ..., Z}. N
describes the level of priority, where 1 is the highest priority and 3 is
the lowest. A is used as a unique identifier for requirements of a spe-
cific level. Requirements with priority level 1 is considered essential
and must be implemented. Level 2 requirements are desirable, but not
strictly essential for a proof of concept, these requirements should be
implemented. Level 3 requirements constitute a set of good features,
but they are implemented only if time is available.

5.2.2 Software Architecture
This section describes the most important parts of the access control
system thing and its software architecture with the purpose of giving
the reader a more in depth understanding of the prototype’s internal
information flow. The prototype consists of a single PoT thing, an ac-
cess control system thing, hosted by the PoT host. All data in the pro-
totype is stored in memory. Figure 5.1 visualizes the the architecture
of the access control system thing concisely.
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ID Specification
1.A The prototype will be implemented as a PoT device
1.B Delegate access to any type of PoT device without any

device specific code
1.C Grouping permissions into roles
1.D User import using the pubkey file format for public key sharing
1.E Role assignment to users
1.F Time constraints for role assignment to users
1.G Serializable user, host & role representations
2.A Automatic adding of new devices
2.B Interface for incoming & outgoing messages
3.A Scheduled authorization generation
3.B Compound roles
3.C Time constraints for permission assignment to roles

Table 5.1: Requirement specification

Figure 5.1: Prototype Software Architectural Model
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Host

Every PoT device consists of a host server to which users connects
in order to access the things it hosts. Every host has a public key, a
description, a name and a set of permissions. The public key is the
hosts identity, the name and description is for the benefit of end users,
making it possible to distinguish between different host identities.

Permission

A permission has one high level and one low level name, a descrip-
tion, and an array that specifies how this permission can be used. The
high level name and description is for the benefit end users by explain-
ing what the permission gives access to. The low level name and the
array is used by the access monitor to ensure that the permission is
valid. The array makes it possible to restrict the use of a permission to
a specific thing on a host or let it be valid for all things on the host.

User

A user has a name, an image, an email address, a list of roles that
the user has been assigned, and two public keys, one for signing and
one for encryption. The public signing key is the user’s identity. The
name and image enables an administrator to more easily distinguish
between different user identities. The email address makes communi-
cation with the user possible. The list of roles assigns permissions to
the user indirectly through the role, every role assignment has a time
constraint associated with it.

Role

A role has a universally unique identifier (UUID), a description, a
name and a list of permissions that are active for the role. Because a
role has no need for a key pair a UUID is used as the identity for a role.
The description and name is used by an administrator to understand
the purpose of the role, making it possible to assign the role to users
without knowing exactly what it grants access to. The list of permis-
sions that are active for the role is simply a list of strings on the form
HostID/Name where HostID is the public key of a host and Name is
the low level name of the permission. By storing the permissions as a
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ID Specification
1.A The prototype will be implemented as a PoT device
1.B Delegate access to any type of PoT device without any

device specific code
1.C Grouping permissions into roles
1.D User import using the pubkey file format for public key sharing
1.E Role assignment to users
1.F Time constraints for role assignment to users
1.G Serializable user, host & role representations
2.A Automatic adding of new devices
2.B Interface for incoming & outgoing messages

Table 5.2: Implemented requirements

list of strings permissions and roles are decoupled by making sure that
there is no need to duplicate data already stored in a host.

Time Constraint

A time constraint specify a start and end date on role assignment to
a user. At the time of authorization generation the time constraint is
used to set a start and end date on the validity of the delegation of each
active permission for the role.

Authorization Generator

The authorization generator holds a reference to the hosts key pairs
for signing and encryption, all roles and hosts in the system, and the
authorization chains that has been added to the prototype. Therefore it
has all necessary data in order to generate authorizations for any user
in the system.

5.2.3 Implemented Requirements
Table 5.2 lists the requirements that was implemented in the proto-
type. This section provides high level descriptions of how these re-
quirements were implemented.
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get new update miscellaneous
getRoles newRole updateRole pushAuthos
getUsers newUser updateUser sendPubkey
getHosts

Table 5.3: Conversations for the access control system thing

Requirement 1.A

The prototype was implemented as a PoT device. Internally the device
consists of a host thing which hosts an access control system thing and
a clock thing. It is possible to connect to the host thing over WebSocket
or TCP. The host thing has hard coded values for signature and encryp-
tion key pairs, and username and password for email communication
which the access control system thing uses to generate and distribute
authorizations. The clock thing has one conversation of type event,
which sends an event with the current time in milliseconds every five
seconds.

The access control system thing has nine conversations of the call
type. These conversations can be grouped into four categories as in
table 5.3. The get conversations require the read permission and they
return the corresponding internal data. The new conversations require
the write permission and inserts a new role or user into the access
control thing. The update conversations require the write permission
and update existing roles or users by replacing the internal server data
with the new data supplied as an argument in this call. Only the
fields specifying the public signing key or UUID respectively are re-
quired in the request specification for the update conversations. The
miscellaneous conversation pushAuthos require the write permission
and generates authorizations for all users and sends them to each re-
spective user, the sendPubkey conversation require the read permis-
sion and generates a file with the access control systems public key,
description and name according to the pubkey file format, the file is
sent to the receiver specified by the arguments supplied in the call.

Requirement 1.B

Because the prototype was implemented as a PoT device it automati-
cally has the ability to generate authorizations for any type of PoT de-
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vice. During authorization generation the access control system thing
generates one delegation link per permission for every role a user has
been assigned. If the access control system has been delegated access
to the permission for which a link was just generated the link is ap-
pended to the chain, otherwise a one link chain is created. A flag is set
so that it is not possible to augment the delegation chain with another
link. The delegation chains are organized into auto files, one file per
role.

Requirement 1.C

Permissions are grouped into roles as described in section 5.2.2. The
groupings are sent to the access control system thing using the conver-
sation for updating roles.

Requirement 1.D

The client side of the access control system can parse the contents of
a file following the pubkey file format. The file is imported using an
HTML input button, which allows for automatic parsing of the con-
tents and displaying the contents in a form if the parsing was success-
ful. The administrator verifies the information and fills in any miss-
ing information before pressing the submit button to send the new
user data to the access control system thing using the conversation for
adding a user .

Requirement 1.E

Roles can be assigned to users as described in section 5.2.2. Role as-
signments are sent to the access control system thing using the conver-
sation for updating users.

Requirement 1.F

When an administrator assigns a role to a user the administrator must
specify a start and an end date for when the role is valid before sub-
mitting the changes to the access control system thing.
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Requirement 1.G

User, host and role representations can all be serialized into a Binson
object according to the specification of the get conversations.

Requirement 2.A

Automatic adding of new devices was implemented by supporting the
decryption and parsing of autho files. This can be done because the
prototype is implemented as a PoT device, and therefore automatically
supports the decryption and parsing of autho files. For every valid
chain that is found in the file the following happens:

1. The delegation chain is added to a map that maps strings on the
form HostID/Name to delegation chains, where HostID is the
public key of the host as a hexadecimal string, and Name is the
low level name of the permission.

2. (a) If the host already exists the permission is added to the set
of permissions for that host.

(b) Otherwise a new host is created using the information pro-
vided in the file

Note that step 1 either increases the size the number of delegation
chains by one or replaces an existing delegation chain and if the new
delegation chain replaces an old chain in step 1 the number of permis-
sions for the relevant host does not increase because the set of permis-
sions for a host does not allow duplicates.

Requirement 2.B

Incoming and outgoing messages are handled by a message handler,
which requires a message sender and a message receiver. A message
sender must have two public methods, one for sharing the access con-
trol systems public key and one for sending authorization files. A mes-
sage receiver must only specify one method, fetch, that returns a list of
incoming Binson objects.
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ID Specification
3.A Scheduled authorization generation
3.B Compound roles
3.C Time constraints for permission assignment to roles

Table 5.4: Unimplemented requirements

5.2.4 Unimplemented Requirements
Table 5.4 lists the requirements that were not implemented in the pro-
totype. This section provides high level descriptions of how these re-
quirements could be implemented and how that would affect the dif-
ferent parts of the software architecture.

Requirement 3.A

Scheduled authorization generation could be implemented by schedul-
ing to generate authorizations for all users in the system at 23:00 UTC
daily. Such authorizations would only be valid from their start date
until midnight the day after they were generated, instead of between
the start and end dates as specified by the time constraint on the role.

Requirement 3.B

Compound roles could be implemented by adding a list of roles for
each role, thus making it possible to define a role in terms of other
roles. This change mainly affects authorization generation which be-
comes more complicated. Before authorization generation can begin
each role within a role must be expanded recursively, e.g. with depth
first search, into its set of permissions. This expansion is easy if there
are no circular dependencies, where role A is a subset of role B which
is a subset of role C which is a subset of role A. But the access control
system must handle such circular dependencies. This is possible by
using a separate data structure that marks a role as expanded or vis-
ited during role expansion. With a fully expanded role authorization
generation would work the same way as before, creating one delega-
tion chain per permission.
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Application
PoT
Salt Channel
WebSocket
TCP

Table 5.5: The protocol layers involved in communication between the
server and client side of the prototype

Requirement 3.C

Time constraints on permission assignment to roles can be solved by
letting the administrator check boxes for the days of the week when
the permission should be active, between which hours the permission
should be active and for how many weeks the permission should be
active. This is clearly a subset of the time constraints explained in sec-
tion 3.7 that the access monitor in a PoT device can evaluate. By know-
ing that time 0 trough 1439 was a Thursday it is possible to compute
the begin times for an interval that was defined using a day of the
week and a start and end time on that day.

These intervals could be sent to the server side of the access con-
trol system as a Binson object with optional fields for each day of the
week. Each field contains a start and end time on the day for when the
permission is active and a repetition count. This information is nec-
essary and sufficient to create a PoT time constraint with intervals as
described in section 3.7.

5.2.5 System Model
The requirement specification in table 5.1 and subsequent implemen-
tation resulted in the system model visualized by figure 5.2.

Client and server side of the prototype communicate with each
other over PoT. Table 5.5 describes the protocol layers involved in the
communication between the client and server side of the prototype.
The data is sent over an unencrypted WebSocket, which is secured by
running a Salt Channel on top of the WebSocket. In the general case
PoT clients can substitute the WebSocket and TCP layers for a more
suitable layer, e.g. Bluetooth Low Energy or NFC, to facilitate efficient
communication.

The prototype communicates with smartphone PoT clients only via
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Figure 5.2: System model with the prototype, a PoT device owner, a
regular user and some PoT devices. Note that the PoT device owner is
also a regular user.
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unencrypted email. A device owner can delegate access to the proto-
type by sending an autho file to the prototype. The prototype sends
the generated autho files to users over email.

Because the server side of the prototype is like any other PoT device
it can transparently introduce a notion of centralization. This notion of
centralization arises from the prototypes ability to aggregate and store
information about many users and devices, and efficiently generate
authorizations for devices that cannot be further re-delegated by the
users. Because users cannot re-delegate it appears as if the only way
to get access to the devices the prototype manages is to get a signed
delegation from the prototype.

Figure 5.3 depicts a directed acyclic graph where each vertex repre-
sents a user (asymmetric key pair), and each arrow represents a dele-
gation of access. The figure visualizes a scenario where Device Owner1
has delegated access to the prototype, Device Owner2 have delegated
access to User who in turn have delegated access to the prototype. The
prototype have information about some users for which the prototype
have generated delegations for some of the devices it manages. The
prototype thus acts as an aggregator of PoT delegations and is, just
like any other PoT user that has not be expressly forbidden to do so,
capable of further delegate the access it has been granted. The notion
of centralization that the prototype introduces is thus purely artificial.

5.3 Use Cases

This section describes key functionality of the prototype by describing
some important use cases.

5.3.1 Adding a User
The administrator must be connected to the access control system host,
have the proper access rights, and have a pubkey file generated by the
user that is to be added.

An administrator adds a new user to the access control system by
importing the pubkey file into the client side of the prototype. If the
time stamp on the file is older than a threshold the administrator is
prompted to verify that the information is correct. If the optional fields
for email and image are missing in the pubkey file the administrator
must manually enter an email address and choose an image. When all
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Figure 5.3: A directed acyclic graph depicting a scenario for delega-
tions in the system

the required information has been filled in the administrator presses
a submit button which initiates the newUser conversation call with
the new user supplied as an argument as per the specification of the
conversation.

On the server side of the prototype the call is received and a new
user is created using the argument to the conversation. If information
is missing or if there already exists a user in the server with the same
public key an exception response with an error message is returned to
the client side of the prototype.

The newUser conversation allows for the client side of the proto-
type to also specify an array of roles that are active for the user from
user creation.

5.3.2 Adding a New Device
The administrator must have started, claimed and configured a new
PoT device.

The administrator generates an autho file with the prototype as re-
ceiver with the permissions for the device that the prototype is going
to manage. The administrator sends the autho file to the prototype’s
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e-mail address.
The prototype imports the autho file as described in section 5.2.3

for requirement 2.A. The prototype can currently only receive autho
files via the message handler, which uses e-mail.

5.3.3 Creating a Role
The administrator must be connected to the access control system host
and have the proper access rights.

The administrator chooses a name and a description for the role
and press submit. The client side of the prototype generates a UUID
and sends the new role to the server side of the prototype using the
newRole conversation call.

On the server side of the prototype the call is received and a new
role is created using the argument to the conversation. If information
is missing or if there already exists a role with the same UUID an ex-
ception response with an error message is returned to the client side of
the prototype.

The newRole conversation allows for the client side of the proto-
type to also specify an array of permissions that are active for the role
from role creation.

5.3.4 Managing Permissions for a Role
The administrator must be connected to the access control system host
and have the proper access rights. At least one role and at least one
host with one permission must exist in the access control system.

The administrator selects a role to manage and marks which per-
missions that should be active for that role and presses submit. The
client side of the prototype sends the new information to the access
control thing using the updateRole conversation call.

On the server side of the prototype the call is received and the new
permissions replaces the existing permissions for the role. The per-
missions are stored as a mathematical set. Only the first permission is
added, all subsequent duplicates are ignored.

5.3.5 Assigning Roles to Users
The administrator must be connected to the access control system host
and have the proper access rights. At least one role and one user must
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exist in the access control system.
The administrator selects a set of roles, a set of users to which the

roles will be added, and a start and an end date for when the roles will
be active. The client side of the access control system sends the new
information to the access control thing using the updateUser conversa-
tion call, one for each selected user.

On the server side of the prototype the calls are received and the
new role information for a user replaces the existing. The roles are
stored as a mathematical set. Only the first role is added, all subse-
quent duplicates are ignored.

5.3.6 Unauthorized Device Access
The user is not the owner of the device and does not have a valid dele-
gation chain for the permission they wish to use, e.g. read. Here follow
three possible scenarios.

1. The user have no delegation chain for the device

2. The user have a broken delegation chain

3. The user have a delegation chain for a different permission or
one that is not valid at the current time

In the all scenarios the user uses their PoT client to connect to the
device to establish a secure communications channel.

In the first scenario the user tries to initiate a conversation, a PoT
remote procedure call. When the device receives the first message of
the conversation the access monitor does not find the user in the list of
owners, nor does it find a delegation chain for that user. Therefore the
access monitor cannot find a valid authorization path from an owner
of the device to the user. The PoT device responds to the remote pro-
cedure call with an access denied exception.

In the second scenario the user performs the login conversation
with the broken delegation chain. The access monitor in the PoT de-
vice notices that the delegation chain is broken, and the PoT device
responds to the remote procedure call with a broken chain exception.
Because the delegation chain is not stored for this session this scenario
becomes identical with the first scenario from this point.

In the third scenario the user performs the login conversation with
the delegation chain. The access monitor in the PoT device finds a
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valid path from device owner to user and stores the delegation chain
for this session. When the user initiates a conversation the access mon-
itor tries to verify that the user have access by evaluating that each link
in the chain have a valid time constraint and permission. If any of the
links have either a time constraint that returns false for the current
time or does not contain the permission for the conversation the PoT
device responds with an access denied exception.

5.3.7 Authorized Device Access
The user is not the owner of the device and holds a valid delegation
chain for the permission they wish to use.

The user uses their PoT client to connect to the device to establish
a secure communications channel. After a secure channel has been
established a login conversation with the delegation chain is initiated.
The access monitor stores the delegation chain for this session. Upon
subsequent remote procedure calls the access monitor can verify that
the user have access to the permission at the current time and executes
code on behalf of the user.

5.3.8 Revoking User Access
Using the prototype it is only possible to revoke user access by remov-
ing role assignments. This does not affect already generated authoriza-
tion chains. The prototype have no means of communicating with the
PoT devices it manages and can therefore not push revoke information
to them.

5.4 Performance of Authorization Performance

Figure 5.4 visualizes execution time to generate 100 to 2000 delega-
tion chains in different scenarios as described in chapter 4. Figure 5.5
visualizes the file size for a role containing an increasing number of
delegation chains. Tables with exact execution times and file sizes are
found in appendix A.

Execution time for authorization generation was linear with respect
to the number of delegation chains. There was no difference between
increasing the number of users or roles while keeping either the num-
ber of roles and permissions or users and permissions constant. In-
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Figure 5.4: Execution time to generate authorization files

Figure 5.5: File sizes for a role with increasing number of permissions
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creasing the number of permissions per role results in slightly faster
execution time per delegation chain, 0.9 ms instead of 1 ms.

File sizes for autho files increased linearly with approximately 7320
bytes per additional delegation chain. The field containing informa-
tion about the signer and receiver is 171 bytes per delegation chain.
In the test scenario the empty string was used as description for the
signer and receiver, and their names were 9 and 12 characters long re-
spectively. With 200 delegation chains in a file the total file size was
146 895 bytes, approximately 145 kB.

5.5 Prototype Evaluation

This section contains an evaluation of the prototype with regards to
the requirement specification as well as some timing information for
the prototype. Table 5.6 lists all requirements and to which degree they
were met.

Requirement 1.A has been fully implemented as described in sec-
tion 5.2.3. The prototype is a PoT device.

Requirement 1.B contains two parts, the lack of device specific code,
and the ability to delegate access to any PoT device. This requirement
has been fully implemented. That the prototype can delegate access
to any device has been verified by generating an autho file containing
a delegation chain granting a user access to the mock lock app. The
autho file was imported into the PoT client app. After importing the
autho file the user could open and close the mock lock.

Requirement 1.C has been fully implemented as described in sec-
tions 5.2.3, 5.3.3, and 5.3.4. Sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 describes the work
flow for how the requirement has been verified. Thus it is possible to
group permissions into roles.

Requirement 1.D has been fully implemented as described in sec-
tions 5.2.3, and 5.3.1. Section 5.3.1 describes how the requirement has
been verified. Thus it is possible to import users using the pubkey file
format.

Requirement 1.E has been fully implemented as described in sec-
tions 5.2.2, 5.2.3, and 5.3.5. Section 5.3.5 describes the work flow for
how the requirement has been verified. Thus it is possible to assign
roles to users.

Requirement 1.F has been fully implemented as described in sec-
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tions 5.2.3, and 5.3.5. Section 5.3.5 describes the work flow for how
the requirement has been verified. Thus it is possible to restrict role
assignments with a time constraint.

Requirement 1.G has been fully implemented as described in sec-
tion 5.2.3. All get conversations uses the serialized format to transmit
data to the client side of the prototype. The get conversations are used
to populate the user interface. Thus it is possible to serialize the inter-
nal user, host, and role representations.

Requirement 2.A has been fully implemented as described in sec-
tion 5.2.3, and 5.3.2. Section 5.3.2 describes the work flow for how the
requirement has been verified. Thus devices can be added automati-
cally.

Requirement 2.B has been fully implemented as described in sec-
tion 5.2.3. The requirement has been implemented using email as the
medium for incoming and outgoing messages. This has been verified
by the fulfillment of requirement 2.A and the ability to send messages
to users using the pushAuthos and sendPubkey conversations.

Requirement 3.A has not been implemented, but a solution has
been proposed in section 5.2.4. A simple scheduling that generates
autho files for all users in the system at 23:00 UTC is proposed.

Requirement 3.B has not been implemented, but a solution has
been proposed in section 5.2.4. By adding a list of roles for each role it
is possible to support compound roles. Compound roles are expanded
into one role by expanding the role recursively with depth first search.

Requirement 3.C has not been implemented, but a solution has
been proposed in section 5.2.4. The proposed solution lets an adminis-
trator check boxes for which days of the week a permission should be
active, and set times for when during the day the permission should
be active.

When both server and client are running on the same machine a
Salt Channel handshake takes approximately 70 ms to complete. A
conversation that retrieves a near minimal amount of data, 45 bytes,
takes approximately 10-15 ms. A conversation that retrieves 1024795
bytes, approximately 1000 kB, takes approximately 350-370 ms.
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Requirement ID Status
1.A Fully implemented
1.B Fully implemented
1.C Fully implemented
1.D Fully implemented
1.E Fully implemented
1.F Fully implemented
1.G Fully implemented
2.A Fully implemented
2.B Fully implemented
3.A Solution proposed
3.B Solution proposed
3.C Solution proposed

Table 5.6: Requirement IDs and their respective completion status

5.6 The ARX System Abilities

This section describes how some of the system abilities mentioned in
section 3.1.3 could be implemented in the prototype.

XML Import/Export. The prototype already supports the export of
data using Binson easily because the internal representations are seri-
alizable. To export as XML there would only have to exist a translator
between XML and Binson.

Visit. A Visit thing on the access control system host could handle
visitors. When a visitor is created it returns some suitable data that
can be printed onto a visitor tag, it is also possible to generate autho-
rizations from a visitor role automatically.

Photo log. The photo log ability could be implemented as for ARX.
The device secured with the photo log feature initiates a getPhoto con-
versation on a thing on the access control system. The thing responds
with the stored image for the public key that has connected and au-
thenticated the device. The guard can inspect the image and let the
user through the door.

Triggers. A Trigger thing on the access control system host could
handle triggers. The thing would listens to events on specific devices
and connect to devices and initiate conversations when specific events
occur.

Zone Control. A Zone Control thing could be added to the ac-
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cess control system host which has conversations that logs how users
move. By having doors that only allow one user to pass through it at
a time it is possible to know how users move and where they are.

Anti-Passback. Anti-Passback could be implemented directly on
the device. Preventing a user to open the same door in quick succes-
sion is trivially implemented on device. Requiring a user to come from
a specific area would require devices to be connected or be able to re-
quest zone control data from the access control system.

Lock. A lock could be implemented by configuring two devices to
communicate their state with each other. A Lock thing on the access
control system host could also implement this functionality by provid-
ing a binary semaphore for each lock.



Chapter 6

Discussion

This chapter discusses and analyzes the findings described in chapter
5.

6.1 PoT vs Other Authorization Schemes

As described in section 3.8, most proposed access control models for
IoT do not appear to be suitable to build an access control system
around. Discarding the unsuitable proposals leaves only two viable
candidates, PoT and Vanadium. The author believes that the design
proposed in this thesis could be adapted to work with Vanadium in-
stead PoT. Though it should be noted that such an access control sys-
tem would not be able to make use of the full flexibility of the blessings
in Vanadium because it is not clear how to present all of the flexibil-
ity to an administrator in an automatic way. An access control system
built around Vanadium must be designed with extra care so that it is
not possible to generate a caveat that a device cannot verify.

The most important concept in the prototype is the ability to del-
egate access to users through roles. For the prototype this process is
described in chapter 5. In Vanadium one solution would be to add
blessing patterns to the ACL in each device corresponding to a role
name, e.g. by adding the blessing ACS/Programmer to devices that
programmers should have access to. The access control system would
then be able to authorize the programmer Alice access to those de-
vices by producing the blessing ACS/Programmer/Alice. This solu-
tion means that users only need to manage a few small blessings, com-
pared to in PoT where a user is delegated a, possibly large, set of del-
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egation chains. However, by doing this it becomes hard to control the
access mode for different devices. A single caveat defining the access
modes for all devices would be needed. The problem with this is that
all Vanadium devices does not support all types of caveats. Therefore
it is likely that each user would need to receive one blessing per device
type and know which blessing to present to which device. Another
solution for Vanadium would be to rely on group definitions instead.
The downside of this solution is that each device must have access to
the group definition.

An obvious downside of modifying ACLs is that it requires an ad-
ministrator to update the ACL in each affected device every time a
role is updated, which may or may not be feasible depending on if it
is possible to manage devices remotely. On the other hand roles are
relatively static, which means that this may not be a big problem in
the end. For cases where the access control system does not own the
device this solution does not work as an administrator is not allowed
to modify the device’s ACL.

In the case where the access control system manages access to de-
vices it does not own a blessing per device and user must be gener-
ated because an existing blessing must be augmented. In this case the
access control system built around Vanadium would generate autho-
rizations analogously to the design proposed in this thesis.

Because the solution could be adapted to work with multiple ac-
cess control models it is clear that it is not important exactly which
framework is used to build an access control system around. What is
important is that the framework does not suffer from the shortcomings
described in section 3.8.

6.2 Security

6.2.1 Security Assumptions
Because the prototype is a PoT device it does not introduce any addi-
tional security concerns not already introduced by PoT. However, in
order to bootstrap the problem of authentication both the client and
server side of the prototype uses hard coded key pairs for signing and
encryption. Therefore the prototype assumes that there is a way for
an administrator to provide their key pairs to the client side of the
prototype in a secure way. One possible solution would be to use a
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password based key derivation function [30] to seed a random num-
ber generator in order to deterministically generate asymmetric key
pairs.

6.2.2 Attacking the Prototype
Assuming that the key exchange is secure, that the underlying cryp-
tographic primitives are not broken, and that PoT authentication is
secure an attacker can only gain access to the prototype by compro-
mising the key pairs of a legitimate user. Thus the problem becomes
that of key management. A PoT client app must therefore always store
the users key pairs in such a way that they cannot be exfiltrated or used
without the consent of the user.

Because the prototype is a type of web server it faces the same prob-
lems as all other web servers. It is trivially easy to perform a denial of
service attack on the prototype. This was verified by trying to open 300
Salt Channel connections to the prototype from a single browser tab.
By inspecting the network diagnostics provided by the JavaScript con-
sole it was clear that some connection attempts were not able to finish,
as a result these connection attempts timed out. The opened connec-
tions appeared to stay open indefinitely, resulting in any subsequent
connection attempt to time out.

It is worth noting that the prototype is not necessarily safe from
attackers even if PoT and Salt Channel provides perfect security. An
attacker could conceivably achieve remote code execution because of
a security issue in the underlying layers, and would then likely be
able to exfiltrate data from the prototype. It is therefore important that
an attacker cannot compromise the WebSocket server provided by the
PoT library. Because the prototype is a more attractive target because
of the its capabilities and the information it aggregates these types of
attacks must also be considered.

6.2.3 Salt Channel and the STS Protocol
Salt Channel’s implementation of the STS protocol is not vulnerable to
identity misbinding attacks because the encryption ensures unforge-
ability. An attacker cannot substitute the identity of one of the parties
by supplying an encryption of a signed message because the attacker
cannot compute the shared secret needed in order to both encrypt the
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message and compute the message authentication code.
Assuming that an attacker could carry out a misbinding attack and

make the PoT host believe that it has negotiated a secret key with the
attacker the end result would only be a denial of service for the legiti-
mate user. In such a scenario the legitimate user would not be properly
authenticated to the PoT host. Therefore any login calls with delega-
tion chains would result in the legitimate user not being authenticated
because the public key of the receiver of the delegation chain does not
match that of the party that the PoT host believes to have executed the
key agreement with. The end result of such a misbinding attack would
therefore be a denial of service, an attack the attacker could carry out
much more easily if they can intercept and modify messages between
the client and server side of the prototype.

However, misbinding attacks are not the only concern for the STS
protocol. As pointed out in section 2.2.4 the use of the session key to
encrypt messages in the protocol leaks information about the agreed
upon key. Salt Channel should therefore probably be changed to use
the more secure SIGMA-I key exchange protocol considering that it is
fairly straightforward to generate multiple computationally indepen-
dent keys from a shared secret, as described by Krawczyk [20].

6.3 The Prototype vs ARX for IoT

This section discusses the similarities and differences between the tra-
ditional ARX access control system and the prototype. The first sub-
section discusses conceptual topics, e.g. revocation, ability to handle
many types of devices etc. The second subsection discusses the differ-
ences and similarities between the system abilities described in section
3.1.3 and 5.6.

6.3.1 Concepts and Capabilities
Compared to the ARX access control system the prototype has simi-
lar management capabilities for users, and roles or access areas. Be-
cause ARX relies on data that the local control units (LCUs) stores
in order to generate an authorization decision that data must be up
to date. In the online scenario where ARX can communicate directly
with the LCUs this means that revocation can happen instantly. The
prototype on the other hand have no means of directly communicating
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with devices, but can issue short lived authorizations to mitigate this
problem. When ARX cannot communicate directly with LCUs they
must be updated manually by an administrator. As a result ARX can
produce more accurate authorization decisions than the prototype if
it can communicate directly with the LCUs. However, in a scenario
where the devices the access control system manages are spread out
over multiple locations and when there is not possible to directly com-
municate with the devices the prototype and PoT can produce more
accurate access decisions.

Furthermore the prototype, as opposed to ARX, is completely de-
vice agnostic. Any device specific information that is needed in order
for that device to generate an authorization decision can be handled by
the prototype. The prototype is therefore capable of managing access
to any device that adheres to PoT.

Similarly to ARX the prototype does not allow a user with access
to a resource to grant access to that resource for another user. In ARX
this is not possible simply because the users cannot modify the autho-
rization data stored in the LCUs, for the prototype this could be pos-
sible because the users hold the data that the authorization decision is
made from. That users cannot grant another user access is reasonable
because it is the administrators of the access control system that have
been authorized to grant users access to resources through the access
control system, not individual users.

Because of the above stated reasons the prototype is more suited
as an access control system for IoT compared to the traditional ARX
access control system.

6.3.2 System Abilities
Implementing the ARX system abilities in the prototype can, in gen-
eral, be done analogously to how they have been implemented in ARX.
Some of the system abilities could be implemented directly on device
without relying on the access control system, which results in a higher
level of robustness of the system. All proposed implementations are
feasible.

Only triggers requires the prototype to be able to connect to and
initiate conversations with the devices it manages. The current autho
file format is not sufficient to enable automatic adding of devices and
access control system initiated communication. To enable communi-
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cation initiated by the access control system an administrator would
have to manually add an IP address or URL for each device. Section
6.8.1 proposes a solution for this shortcoming.

The communication is initiated by the device for all other system
abilities that require communication. Device initiated communication
is easier because the access control system can be configured to be
reachable with a human readable URL, which makes configuration of
devices easy.

6.4 Prototype Design

This section discusses the requirements specification and the resulting
design of the prototype. Because the prototype has very limited func-
tionality there is a brief discussion about some missing functionality
and how that functionality would affect the overall design.

6.4.1 Requirement Specification
The requirement specification in table 5.2.1 contains the twelve re-
quirements that guided the design of the prototype. The requirements
can be broken down into three different types of requirements. The
first group of requirements were chosen such that the resulting proto-
type would fulfill the purpose of this degree project to create a generic
access control system for IoT. The second group of requirements were
chosen to facilitate simple and powerful management of users and de-
vices for administrators. The last group of requirements were chosen
increase interoperability between different things hosted by the same
access control system host. Some requirements belong to more than
one group.

Requirements 1.A, implementing the prototype as a PoT device,
1.B, being able to delegate access to any PoT device without any device
specific code, 2.A, automatic adding of new devices, and 3.A, sched-
uled authorization generation, all belong to the first group.

Requirements 1.C, grouping permissions into roles, 1.D, importing
users using the pubkey file format, 1.E, role assignment to users, 1.F,
time constraints for role assignments, 2.A, automatic adding of new
devices, 3.B, compound roles, and 3.C, time constraints for permission
assignment to roles, all belong to the second group.
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Requirements 1.G, serializable user, and host and role representa-
tions, and 2.B, interface for incoming and outgoing messages, both be-
long to the third group.

Purpose of the Requirements

Requirement 1.A exists because by implementing the prototype as a
PoT device the PoT library provides solution for some problems. It
becomes possible to generate delegation chains that authorizes access
to the prototype itself, or any other PoT device, through the prototype.
Similarly the PoT library handles access control, therefore there will be
no need for a less secure username and password type login to the pro-
totype. It is easy to modularize the access control system in a similar
way as in the ARX access control system by adding many PoT things
to the access control system host. Furthermore, by implementing the
prototype as a PoT device it does not introduce any security concerns
not already present in PoT.

Requirement 1.B, no device specific code in the prototype, is in-
tegral to the purpose of this degree project, to design an access con-
trol system for IoT. IoT devices comes in many different forms with
widely varying functionality, it is therefore important that it is possible
to manage devices without any device specific code in the prototype.
Otherwise the prototype would require a software update every time
a new type of device is to be supported.

Requirement 1.C, grouping permissions into roles, is necessary for
administrators from a usability stand point. One of the key features
of the RBAC model is that it greatly simplifies the management of
user access by grouping permissions into roles that can be assigned
to users. More specifically an administrator only have to assign one
or two roles to a user instead of many more individual permissions.
Furthermore RBAC makes it possible to transparently add or remove
permissions for many users by modifying a role.

Requirement 1.D, importing of users using the pubkey file format,
is necessary for administrators from a usability stand point. By lever-
aging the existing pubkey file format for public key sharing it is pos-
sible to avoid manual data input, thus reducing the probability of the
system containing incorrect data. A single erroneous character in one
of the public keys would result in either autho files that cannot be de-
crypted by the receiver or delegation chains that does not match the
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receivers public key.
Requirement 1.E, role assignment to users, follows directly from

requirement 1.C. There is little to no purpose of grouping permissions
into roles if roles cannot be assigned to users. If for example roles only
serves as a template for which permissions to assign to users each role
assignment must be removed and added for each affected user when
a role is changed. Therefore it is important to decouple users from the
permissions they are granted through roles.

Requirement 1.F, time constraints for role assignments, is necessary
in order be able to control when a user can use the permission granted
by a role. Without time constraints on role assignments a user would
get indefinite access to the permissions granted by that role. Such del-
egation chains can only be invalidated by revoking them, which is im-
practical. Time constraints on role assignments are therefore important
in order to ensure that only legitimate users have access to resources.
Time constraints on role assignments also makes it possible to assign
roles to user before the role becomes active.

Requirement 1.G, serializable internal representations, makes it easy
to persist the internal representations of users, hosts and roles in a
database. Having serializable internal representations also results in
easier data sharing between things on the same PoT host, e.g. by us-
ing a shared database. It also facilitates easier data sharing using the
same serialization format with external PoT clients, using conversa-
tions. By serializing the data there is no need to send objects over
the wire which may contain additional information about the internal
state of the access control system that should remain secret. The serial-
ization of users, hosts, and roles thus makes it possible to easily control
exactly which data is shared and how that data is turned into objects.

Requirement 2.A, automatic adding of new devices, exists to demon-
strate that it is possible to add new devices to the prototype with min-
imal human intervention. Furthermore it makes it possible to avoid
hard coded values for hosts to show that permission delegation is pos-
sible. The ability to import new devices is the logical continuation of
requirement 1.B by showing that it is also possible to import any PoT
device.

Requirement 2.B, interface for messaging, exists because the proto-
type should have some way to distribute the authorizations it gener-
ates, but it should not be limited to one type of messaging service, e.g.
email. By defining an interface it is possible to change the underlying
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message sender and receiver without having to change any other code
in the access control system. This requirement have no functional pur-
pose, and only exists to make it possible to easily change to a different
message delivery system, e.g. storing the messages in the cloud.

Requirement 3.A, scheduled authorization generation, exists be-
cause it is the logical continuation of requirement 1.F. By issuing au-
thorizations on a daily or weekly basis it is possible to mitigate the
revocation problem. With authorizations that are only valid for one
day, the compromise of a private key or the loss of a device that holds
such an authorization is only of concern until that day ends. With more
long lived authorizations the need for a revocation system would be
much higher.

Requirement 3.B, compound roles, exists because it would further
increase usability by being able to define a role to be a superset of other
roles. A role Employee could consist of the roles Doors, Printers and
Coffee Machines instead of all of the individual permissions for all
the doors, printers and coffee machines. This makes the role Employee
easier to understand. Compound roles makes it possible to manage
roles similarly to how users are managed. By changing which permis-
sions are present in the Doors role it is possible to affect all roles that
are supersets of the role Doors, and in extension all users that have
been assigned one of those compound roles.

Requirement 3.C, time constraints for permission assignments to
roles, exists because it may be desirable to limit access to a specific
resource for a certain role. Time constraints in PoT makes it possible
to define weekly recurring intervals for when a permission is active.
Therefore this requirement would make it possible to define that the
role Cleaner can only open the office front door Monday-Friday be-
tween 8:00 and 18:00. Therefore this requirement makes it possible to
reduce the risk of illegitimate use of a permission during non office
hours.

6.4.2 Software Architecture
The server side of the prototype is a PoT device, which means the func-
tionality can easily be modularized and separated into multiple PoT
things on the same device. In order to achieve modularization there
must be some way to share data, e.g. through a shared database, be-
tween the things on the PoT device. In memory storage of data was
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one of the limitations put on the degree project in order to reduce the
complexity of the prototype. Therefore the prototype consist of only
one thing, the access control system thing, which is responsible for all
functionality of the PoT device.

Given a shared database the functionality in the access control thing
could be separated into three different things with different responsi-
bilities. An access control thing responsible for writing data in the
database, an authorization thing responsible for generating autho files,
a messaging thing responsible for receiving and sending data to and
from the access control system, and a browse thing responsible for pre-
senting data to a PoT client.

Entity Representations

The host, permission, user, and role representations in the access con-
trol system thing are nothing more than wrappers for the data in the
access control system. A different thing, such as a browse thing may
want to provide filtering capabilities, such a thing could have internal
representations which makes it possible to query if a string is a sub-
string of any of the strings describing the queried entity. The access
control thing does not provide any such functionality and therefore it
only requires very simple representations.

Time Constraints

Time constraints for roles consist only of a start and an end date. Role
assignments are always active for the full duration of the role assign-
ment, it does not toggle on and off in different intervals. This trans-
lates to how we think of role assignments in real life, an employee of
company A does not stop being an employee during the weekends.
However, employees may not have access to certain resources on the
weekend. Therefore a solution to the problem of limiting access to cer-
tain resources to specific times on specific days of the week by adding
intervals to permission assignment to roles is described.

Time constraints in PoT can specify intervals within which the time
constraint is valid. These intervals builds uses the notion of weeks,
meaning that each interval repeats on a weekly basis. Therefore the
proposed solution also uses the notion of weeks. The number of inter-
vals are restricted to at most 7, one for each day of the week, each in-
terval specifies a start and end time on that day, and a repetition count
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for how many weeks the permission should be active for the role.
The prototype is therefore only capable of generating a fairly small

subset of the possible time constraints that PoT supports. This is a
conscious design decision in order to reduce the complexity of admin-
istration and make the relatively complex time constraints more easily
understandable. This design also makes it possible to easily express
when a time constraint is valid in a human readable way.

Authorization Generator

The authorization generator is naively constructed and generates one
autho file per role containing one delegation chain per permission.
PoT delegations support the possibility of merging many permissions
and hosts into one delegation link. However, because the authoriza-
tion generation algorithm was designed with time constraints with
intervals in mind the naive approach was chosen because different
permissions could have different intervals. Furthermore it becomes
more complicated if some permissions have been granted to the access
control system through ownership of the device or with a delegation
chain. The downside of the simplicity of the authorization generation
algorithm is that it is not as fast and space efficient as it could be.

Despite the lack of optimization of both execution time and file size
the authorization generation algorithm is still sufficiently fast and re-
sult in small file sizes as seen in section 5.4. As a result those numbers
are conservative and possible to improve further.

6.4.3 Missing Functionality
The careful reader have probably realized that the designed proposed
in this thesis lacks some important and useful functionality. The goal
of this degree project was to propose a design for a proof of concept
prototype, therefore this functionality was left out because it was deemed
to be non-essential for the purpose of showing how an access control
system for IoT could be designed. This section describes some of the
missing functionality that could greatly improve the prototype.

Perhaps the most obvious shortcoming of the prototype is that it is
not possible to delete hosts (devices), permissions, users or roles from
the system. As a result the amount of data the prototype holds can
only grow. This is an obvious problem in cases with high turnaround
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for users or hosts, e.g. in a summer camp scenario where new kids
arrive every Monday and leave on the subsequent Sunday.

In large systems the design choice to only have one update con-
versation for roles and users respectively results in unnecessary over-
head. Consider a scenario where an old device is replaced, and one of
the roles containing a permission for the device have 100 permissions.
To replace a device in a role the old permission has to be removed and
the new one added. With the current design a call with the updateRole
conversation results in 100 permissions being transferred to the sys-
tem, whereas a smarter, delta type update, would only have to send 2
permissions. Changing to smarter update conversations would there-
fore lead to a faster user experience and lowered server and client load,
mainly because it would decrease the amount of encrypted data hav-
ing to be sent.

The ability to filter and getting a subset of the available data is also
important for large systems. Therefore all get conversations should be
moved to a separate thing on the PoT host, a thing that only provides
conversations for getting data from the access control system. That
thing could also define get conversations that retrieves filtered data
based on some search parameters. Search could either be performed
solely on the data required by PoT, or users and hosts can be aug-
mented with additional information that only exists within the access
control system, e.g. with type, gender, location, address etc. By sepa-
rating different types of functionality into separate PoT things on the
same PoT host the software automatically gets the same modularized
design proven useful by the ARX access control system. By letting all
things on the host connect to the same backend database the problem
of sharing data between the separate things are solved. The prototype
only utilizes in memory storage, which is why the access control thing
have the browse conversations.

6.5 Use Cases

This section discusses the prototype from an administrators user ex-
perience point of view.
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6.5.1 Adding a User
When adding a user an administrator must specify a name, an e-mail
address, public signing and encryption keys and an image. E-mail and
image are optional fields in pubkey files, but they are required by the
prototype when adding a new user. An e-mail address must be spec-
ified because it enables out of band communication with the user in
question. An image must be specified because it helps administrators
with identifying a specific user, thus reducing the risk of erroneous
role assignments. Specifying an e-mail address for each user may also
reduce the risk of erroneous role assignments by being another piece
of information that can be used to distinguish between two users.

The ability to import user data from a pubkey file is important to
reduce the possibility of erroneous information in the access control
system. The two public keys are 64 random hexadecimal characters
in length each, an administrator can not be expected to enter these by
hand for each user. Because each pubkey file has a time stamp from
when it was generated it is possible to notify an administrator that a
pubkey file is old and that the information it contains may be invalid.
Therefore it is possible to prompt the administrator to double check
that the information is indeed correct.

The ability to add roles to users at creation is not surfaced in the
client side of the prototype in order to reduce the complexity of user
creation, both in terms of user experience and client side code.

6.5.2 Adding a New Device
The adding of new devices or permissions to the prototype by import-
ing autho files sent to the prototype’s e-mail address makes it easy for
an administrator to configure a new device and add it to the prototype.

Because autho files are signed by the sender and encrypted for the
receiver they can be sent over an insecure communications channel
such as e-mail. However, because e-mail is public this solution opens
the prototype up for possible spam. An attacker could generate valid
autho files for PoT hosts with randomized public keys and permis-
sions. It is therefore clear that the access control system must either
use a more secure communications channel or only accept incoming
autho files from a set of trusted public keys. However, as a proof of
concept, the importing of autho files from an e-mail inbox is sufficient
to show that it is possible to add new devices or permissions to the
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prototype without modifying the source code.

6.5.3 Creating a Role
Creating a new role only requires an administrator to enter a name and
a description of the role. The name and description should capture the
essence of the role, making it possible to implicitly know what type of
access the role grants access to. Role creation thus results in an empty
role that grants no access.

The ability to add permissions to roles at creation is not surfaced
in the client side of the prototype in order to reduce the complexity of
role creation, both in terms of user experience and client side code.

6.5.4 Managing Permissions for a Role
Role management only requires the administrator to check boxes to
mark a permission as active for a role. Requirement 3.B makes it pos-
sible to define a role to be a superset of another role. Thus it is possible
for an administrator to define the role CompSci Student as consisting
of the roles Student, L5E Computer Rooms, L4E Computer Rooms,
and L5D Computer Rooms. Where the role Student consist of the roles
Entrances, Printers, and WiFi.

This ability to intuitively define complex permission assignments
to a user is the strength of RBAC and the prototype’s design makes it
easy for an administrator to create and configure such roles.

6.5.5 Assigning Roles to Users
Role assignment requires the administrator to select a set of users and
a set of roles to assign to those users. The ability to assign multiple
roles to multiple users at the same time is important, especially for
schools and other organizations that get many new users at the same
time. This enables an administrator to select all new computer sci-
ence students and assign the role CompSci Student between start of
semester until their expected graduation date. Disregarding any stu-
dents who drop out or change program the administrator will never
have to update these role assignments. However, the roles themselves
can be updated when new computer rooms are added etc. These up-
dates automatically transfers to the users through the roles.
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6.5.6 Device Access
No forms of device access by users are affected by the prototype com-
pared to normal operation of PoT where users share access to the de-
vices they own. Thus the description in sections 5.3.6 and 5.3.7 de-
scribe normal PoT operation.

6.5.7 Revoking User Access
User access revocation is a weak spot for both PoT and Vanadium. The
prototype is able to mitigate the problem of revocation by scheduling
authorization generation and issue short lived authorizations. Since
the performance of authorization generation is good, less than 1 ms
per delegation chain, it is feasible to generate authorizations for all
users on a daily basis, even for very large systems. Section 6.6 con-
tains a more detailed discussion about the authorization generation
performance.

6.6 Performance of Authorization Performance

That authorization generation scales linearly is to be expected, as is the
fact that it is slightly faster per delegation chain to generate large autho
files. There will always be some overhead associated with creating a
new autho file, but as the number of delegation chains grow the time
to generate the delegation chains start to dominate the execution time.

Considering the performance of authorization generation and the
highly parallelizable nature of the work load it is the opinion of the
author that it is feasible to schedule the generation of autho files daily,
even for very large systems.

The workload can be divided into one execution thread per user.
Each execution thread per user can in turn be further subdivided into
one execution thread per role for that user. Therefore it is possible to
generate as many autho files in parallel as there are available execution
threads on the CPU. It is unclear if there would be any performance
benefits from further subdividing the autho file generation into one
thread per delegation chain because it requires synchronized writing
to a single object.

The highly parallelizable nature of the workload combined with
the approximately 0.9 ms time to generate each delegation chain makes
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this solution highly scalable. If one autho file contains 220 delegation
chains on average and the CPU have 16 available threads it would be
possible to generate approximately 80 such autho files per second, for
a total of over 17.5 thousand delegation chains per second.

The sizes of autho files are small, even with 200 delegation chains
the size of an autho file is only 145 kB. A typical user may only hold
one or two roles, which brings the total size up to approximately 300
kB. In contrast the size of a photo taken by a typical smartphone is 1
to 2 MB, or more than 3 to 6 times as large as two such autho files.
Therefore it is definitely feasible to store several autho files containing
many delegation chains on a smartphone or even a wearable device
with less storage.

6.7 Prototype Evaluation

The prototype fulfills three of the four requirements with the purpose
of creating a generic access control system for IoT. Furthermore there is
an unimplemented solution proposal for the third requirement. Five
of the seven requirements with the purpose of facilitating powerful
management of users and devices for administrators are fulfilled. Fur-
thermore there are two solution proposals for the two unimplemented
requirements. Both of the two requirements with the purpose of in-
creasing interoperability between different things hosted by the same
host are fulfilled by the prototype. This shows that it is possible to
design a generic access control system for IoT using PoT as the under-
lying framework. Furthermore this shows that the design is capable
of providing powerful management of users and devices, and that the
design can be modularized into different things on the same PoT host.

One of the design goals for PoT is that it should be possible to
model any electronic device using PoT. By implementing the proto-
type as a PoT device it is therefore possible to design any access control
system one would want. This can be understood intuitively by imag-
ining any system with a public API and then creating a PoT wrapper
around that system.

Requirement 3.C makes it possible for an administrator to define
a weekly schedule for when a permission should be active for a role.
However, as described in section 3.7 intervals in PoT are limited to
255 recurrences. This could pose a problem for users with roles that
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have been active for more than 255 weeks. Section 6.8.3 discusses this
problem in more detail and proposes a solution.

It is currently only possible to add new devices to the prototype
using autho files. As a result the prototype will always generate del-
egation chains of at least length two. This limitation comes from the
lack of a suitable file format or similar in PoT that describes all avail-
able permissions for a PoT device. Section 6.8.2 discusses this problem
in more detail and proposes a solution.

Furthermore the generation of autho files is fast, thus making it
feasible to generate these daily even for very large systems. The file
size for autho files is relatively small, making it possible to store many
autho files on a wearable device or smartphone. However, because
autho files only contain the delegation chains and some information
about the receiver it is not possible for a user to choose which role to
assume. All delegation chains are considered to be equal both by the
prototype and by any PoT client app. A solution for this problem is
suggested in section 6.8.1.

The performance of the prototype in regards to responsiveness must
be considered adequate. A Salt Channel handshake, including the
time to set up a WebSocket, takes less than 0.1 seconds. Conversation
that transfers small amounts of data have a throughput of 3000-4500
bytes per second. Conversation that transfer larger amounts of data
have a throughput of approximately 2.6-2.8 MB per second.

From a user experience point of view only large data transfers might
pose a problem. It is possible to get around this problem by restricting
the amount that is sent by the prototype. This can be done by intro-
ducing a browse thing as suggested in section 6.4.2.

6.8 Proposed Changes to PoT

Because PoT currently is in a pre-release stage there is still room to
change and improve its functionality. This section contains some sug-
gested changes to PoT, which if implemented could improve PoT in
various ways.

6.8.1 Autho file format
Add a field, e.g. named role, in the delegation file format for when a
set of delegation chains should be handled as part of a role. This can
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help making the management of delegation chains less cumbersome
as well as making it possible to let users with multiple roles operate in
accordance with the principle of least privilege.

The purpose of the role field in autho files is to signal to a client
app that the autho file should be viewed as a coherent set of delegation
chains instead of a pile of unrelated delegation chains. Practically the
role field allows an app to store delegation chains in a more structured
way. With this change an app can store delegation chains that came
from autho files with the role field missing or set to false can be stored
in a set Chains. Delegation chains that came from autho files with the
role field set to true can be stored in a set Roles, which itself contains
sets of delegation chains.

Consider a user running an app on their smartphone, the user can
then be asked to assume a role or not. When the user approaches a
PoT device the app can search through the Chains set and the corre-
sponding set in the Roles set to find an appropriate delegation chain
to present to the PoT device in a login call.

To complement this change it would also be advisable to add a
field, possibly optional, in the delegation file format the purpose of
which is to describe the purpose of the delegation file. This makes it
easier for a user to understand a which role to assume if the role field
is added to delegation files.

Furthermore the information about the signer and receiver is the
same for all chains in the file, therefore there is no reason for this in-
formation to be repeated in every element in the array alongside every
chain. It is therefore possible to reduce the file size of autho files with
many delegation chains by moving information about the signer and
receiver out of the array to the field that contains the signer’s and re-
ceiver’s public signing and encryption keys. This change could save
over 200 bytes per delegation chain if the signer and receiver have de-
scriptions and/or long names.

In the test scenario this change would reduce the file size of an
autho file containing 200 delegation chains from approximately 145
kB to 113 kB, a reduction of over 30 kB. The change would also speed
up the generation of the autho files because it results in fewer bytes to
encrypt and sign.
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6.8.2 Device Permission Set File Format
In an office scenario an administrator may want to add the access con-
trol system as an owner of a device to reduce the chain length and
avoid having to reissue delegations to the access control system or is-
sue delegations with long expiration dates. By making the access con-
trol system an owner of the device it becomes possible to delegate all
available permissions without any constraints. A file format that con-
tains a set of all the permissions for a thing and what they give access
to would make it possible to import that information to the access con-
trol system automatically. Such a file format could be very similar to
the existing autho file format that is used to share delegation chains.

6.8.3 Time Constraint Intervals
This change is especially important for an access control system that
fulfill requirements 3.A, scheduled authorization generation, and 3.C,
time constraints for permission assignment to roles. Both requirements
constitutes important functionality in a more feature complete access
control system.

Time constraints cannot have an interval repeat more than 255 times,
which corresponds to approximately 4 years 10 months from the start
time of the interval. This automatically places a limitation on role
assignments with permissions that are only valid within an interval.
Currently either the administrators of the access control system must
be fully aware of this limitation and find a suitable workaround, or the
access control system must provide a workaround for this limitation.
The first option translates to letting a human take all of the responsi-
bility for an arbitrary technical limitation of the system, which in turn
prompts administrators to set up some form of external control mech-
anism to prevent users from experiencing unexpected loss of access.
Therefore the second option is more reasonable and more robust. It
can be implemented in one of two ways:

1. Make it impossible to assign roles for longer than 4 years.

2. Automatically update the start time of the role periodically, if an
administrator has marked a permission to repeat infinitely.

Option 1 is easy to enforce, but may lead to users losing access to
devices because their role assignment was not updated by an admin-
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istrator in time. This solution still requires that a human is alerted that
a role have or is about to expire, so that the role can be re-assigned
properly. This solution does not fully absolve administrators of the
responsibility of dealing with a technical limitation of the system.

Option 2 result in an unnecessary increase in complexity of the
code for the access control system. Both because it requires the ac-
cess control system to hold extra information in the form of a value
that specifies if an interval is to repeat infinitely and because the act of
updating the start time is non trivial. The best solution for option 2 is
probably to schedule a start time update right before each scheduled
authorization generation, to ensure that no user experience loss of ac-
cess. With frequent authorization generation this solution may result
in a substantial increase in write operations, which in turn increases
wear on the server hardware.

There is a second, more subtle problem with this solution which is
that the server modifies the data it holds so that it no longer matches
what the administrator put into the system. This solution would there-
fore require that automatic changes to authorization data is logged to
make it possible to match the current data with the entered data in or-
der to facilitate efficient audits. This extra logging results in a further
increase of wear on the server hardware.

In contrast to the two options above, letting a repetition count of
0 correspond to an infinite number of repetitions does not lead to an
increase in complexity. Only a single if-statement in the evaluation
of time constraints, and the code that prohibits zero valued repetition
counts would have to be modified. These simple changes would re-
move this arbitrary limitation on the number of interval repetitions
for PoT. By removing the interval repetition count limitation the access
control system does not have to provide any non standard additions
in order to deal with the limitation.

6.9 Conditions, Limitations and Method

The method, conditions and limitations always affects the outcome of
any investigation, this degree project is no exception. This section dis-
cusses briefly how the investigative methodology, conditions for how
the work could be carried out and the imposed limitations on the de-
gree project affected the result.
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6.9.1 Conditions
The choice of framework for the prototype was heavily influenced by
the availability of knowledge about the framework. As noted in sec-
tion 6.1 Vanadium and PoT are both suitable frameworks for devel-
oping a access control system around. PoT was chosen because Vana-
dium is developed at Google and PoT at the principal. In addition to
this it is the subjective opinion of the author that PoT is more suited to
build an access control system for IoT around because of the self de-
scriptive nature of PoT devices. Despite the differences between Vana-
dium and PoT the general concepts presented in this thesis regarding
the design of access control systems for IoT can be applied to an access
control system based around Vanadium.

The use of Java as the programming language for the server side
of the prototype is a result of choosing PoT as the framework around
which the access control system is built. Java and the JVM introduces
more variability in terms of running time because of garbage collection
and JIT compilation. This variability impacts the performance num-
bers for autho generation and increases the need for a robust method-
ology for measuring the running time of algorithms.

6.9.2 Limitations
The limitations imposed on this degree project limits the scope of the
investigation to the area of access control systems for IoT. Furthermore
the scope of the evaluation of the prototype is limited because it is a
proof of concept prototype.

To ensure that the entire ecosystem of PoT devices is secure and
functions as specified some of the limitations are of interest for further
study. Chapter 8 discusses some future work that is of interest for
access control systems for IoT in general and for PoT in particular.

6.9.3 Method

Pre-study

The pre-study was used to get a theoretical foundation for the rest of
the degree project. The pre-study encompassed all necessary topics.
The evaluation of frameworks for IoT was the part of the pre-study
that influenced the degree project more than anything else. A wide
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variety of frameworks were evaluated which made it possible to get
many different possible angles of attack to the problem of designing
an access control system for IoT.

Prototype Development

The prototype development and design was influenced by findings in
the pre-study which covered as wide an area as possible. The time al-
lotted to prototype development put a natural limitation of how much
that was possible to implement. The resulting prototype is equivalent
to a minimum viable product, the design process and prototype devel-
opment should therefore be viewed as a success.

Feasibility of Generating Authorizations

The feasibility of scheduled authorization generation is investigated
on two key points, size of autho files and the time to generate them.
The size of autho files are deterministic and therefore it is sufficient to
measure the file sizes for an increasing number of delegation chains.
Measurement of file sizes would be more interesting in a real world
example, but considering that no real world data exists the file size
measurements give an indication of expected file sizes.

The execution time of autho file generation is not deterministic be-
cause of, among other things, garbage collection, JIT compilation, and
background processes. Because the autho file generation algorithm
is expected to be run on a long lived process the steady state perfor-
mance of the algorithm is investigated. A steady state is achieved by
running the algorithm for an extended period of time while discarding
the timing data. To increase the significance of the results each com-
bination of number of users, roles and permissions are executed 100
consecutive times. The sampled times are used to compute the aver-
age running time and a 95% confidence interval for each combination
of users, roles and permissions to show the variance in running time
between samples. This method of measuring running time accurately
reflects the expected real world performance.
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6.10 Ethics and Sustainability

Both PoT and Vanadium aim to alleviate IoT device manufacturers of
the responsibility of providing a security to the devices they produce.
The economic downsides of having a large ecosystem of insecure IoT
devices has already been demonstrated by the Mirai malware and it is
clear that device manufacturers are not interested in investing in secu-
rity. The current trend of insecure IoT devices is clearly not sustainable
in the long term. Thus the societal benefits of standardizing on one or
a few secure frameworks for IoT are obvious.

Such a standardization would enable organizations to incorporate
a wide variety of IoT devices into their daily operation without mak-
ing it intractable to authorize users to access those devices. Users can
be authorized through an access control system such as the one de-
scribed in this thesis. Because the access control system designed as
part of this degree project is generic and completely device agnostic it
becomes possible to manage access to every device that adheres to the
framework around which the access control system is built.

In addition to this individuals can more easily control and share
their devices with others if they all make use of the same framework.
Many current IoT devices forces individuals to, knowingly or unknow-
ingly, trade security and/or privacy in exchange for the functionality
that the IoT device provides. If IoT devices are instead designed with
security in mind individuals no longer have to make this trade. An in-
dividual with an IoT lock on their front door makes it possible for that
person to, instead of lending a carpenter the keys to the home, which
can be copied and used later, issue a time restricted authorization that
cannot be copied for later use. Therefore the introduction of a secure
framework for IoT have the potential to increase the overall security
and privacy of individuals at the same time as the IoT devices enables
individuals to do more.
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Conclusions

This chapter concludes the thesis by discussing the research questions
introduced in section 1.2, the hypothesis and the resulting contribu-
tions from this degree project.

7.1 Research Questions

The first research question asked how an access control system that
manages access to devices that use a distributed access control model
can be designed. This thesis proposes taking the distributed access
control model of the IoT framework and make individual permissions
or devices transparent to administrators and users. The solution is to
introduce the concept of a role, which is a grouping of permissions
together with a name and a description.

Users can only be granted access to resources through roles, the
name and description of which implicitly informs a user or adminis-
trator what the role gives access to. The role abstraction thus helps
make the management of user access more user friendly for the ad-
ministrators of the access control system.

The software architecture and implementation of the access control
system as a PoT device is shown to be scalable. For some of ARX’s sys-
tem abilities there are suggestions for how these could be implemented
in the prototype, thus proving that the prototype could provide similar
functionality.

The second research question asked what the advantages and dis-
advantages of the design proposed in this thesis compared to a tra-
ditional state-of-the-art access control system are. Because of the dis-
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tributed nature of the protocols and frameworks suggested for IoT the
biggest disadvantage compared to more centralized protocols is the is-
sue of revoking access. The design proposed in this thesis can mitigate
this problem by issuing very short lived authorizations.

The distributed nature of these protocols and frameworks is also
the biggest strength of the system. As long as a user holds a valid
authorization for a resource they can access it regardless of the current
state of the access control system. Authorizations can be sent in plain
text over the internet because they are encrypted for the receiver and
signed by the sender. Therefore the system does not have to rely on
constant up time, but only assumes that users and the access control
system can communicate intermittently.

The final research question was if the design is feasible in terms
of scalability and performance. As discussed in section 6.6 authoriza-
tions can be generated very quickly and the workload is highly par-
allelizable. The file size of autho files containing 200 one link delega-
tion chains is less than 150 kB, making it possible to store many such
files on a wearable device or smartphone. In addition to this the dis-
tributed nature of the underlying framework increases the scalability
and robustness because the protocol provides its own security because
it assumes that it works in a hostile and unencrypted environment.

7.2 Hypothesis

The hypothesis for this degree project must be considered to hold true.
By imposing the restriction that devices must adhere to PoT it was pos-
sible to design a generic access control system for these devices that
does not contain any device specific code. This design was evaluated
and found to be more capable at managing IoT devices than a tradi-
tional access control system.

7.3 Contribution

In this thesis an evaluation of some proposed frameworks for IoT and
distributed access control models has been presented. The conclusion
from the evaluation is that PoT and Vanadium are both suitable frame-
works to use as the foundation for an access control system for IoT. The
other solutions suffer from various shortcomings that makes them ei-
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ther unsuitable as frameworks for IoT or hard to use as the foundation
for an access control system. PoT was chosen as the framework to base
the access control system around because of its suitability and the ex-
tensive knowledge available at the principal.

The prototype access control system was built as a PoT device in
Java with an accompanying client in HTML and JavaScript. The de-
sign of the prototype was influenced by the literature study, especially
the ARX access control system, but also the concept of role based ac-
cess control.

By evaluating PoT after the design and implementation of the pro-
totype some shortcomings of PoT was discovered. Some changes are
proposed to for example allow for infinitely repeating intervals in time
constraints, the ability to signal to a PoT client app that an autho file
should be considered as a role. Furthermore the implementation of
the prototype resulted in a JavaScript implementation of Salt Chan-
nel as well as a generic JavaScript PoT client. Thus showing that PoT
succeeds in regards to the goal of being easy to use for a programmer.



Chapter 8

Future Work

This chapter briefly discusses some areas of research that are connected
to this degree project.

8.1 Authenticating to the Server

This degree project assumes that there is a way to securely provide the
client side of the prototype with an asymmetric key pair that is used
to authenticate the administrator to the server. On a high level there
are two different approaches, which can be combined into a hybrid, to
achieve this.

• Store the key pair securely and deliver the key pair to the client.

• The client is able to deterministically generate key pairs given
user input.

For option 1 the key pair can obviously not be stored as plain text, it
must be encrypted somehow. A password based key derivation func-
tion, e.g. PBKDF2, can be used to deterministically generate a sym-
metric key which is used to encrypt and decrypt the stored key pair.
This solution enables a user to change the password that is used to de-
rive the symmetric key under which the key pair is encrypted. This is
done by first generating the old symmetric key to decrypt the key pair
and then generate the new symmetric key and encrypting the key pair
under the new key. The downside of this solution is that the key pair
must be stored somewhere and if the client is denied access to that
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storage it can no longer provide access to the access control system
server.

For option 2 a password based key derivation function can be used
to generate a symmetric key which is used to seed the pseudo random
number generator that is used to generate the asymmetric key pair. As
a result the key pair never has to be stored anywhere, it can always be
generated again from the user supplied information. The downside
of this solution is that the user cannot change their password or the
resulting key will change.

Both approaches require sufficient entropy going into the password
based key derivation function, because lack of entropy has been shown
to be a problem with asymmetric key generation for RSA as shown by
Lenstra et al. [23]. There is therefore a need for a user study to find
a good balance between what is easy and convenient, and what is se-
cure. As noted by Taly and Shankar [38], secure but inconvenient solu-
tions push users towards insecure workarounds, making the solution
insecure.

8.2 Salt Channel

Salt Channel implements a version of the STS protocol, it is open source
and thus the implementation can be investigated by anyone. The im-
plementation of cryptographic protocols is precarious, therefore it is
important that the security of Salt Channel is investigated thoroughly.
A formal investigation of both the protocol itself as well as the imple-
mentation is necessary.

8.3 The Security of PoT

PoT is a proprietary and closed source project that has yet to be re-
leased, and this thesis only provides a cursory view of the security of
PoT, thus its level of security must be considered to be unknown. A
security white paper or publication of the protocol is needed to con-
vince others that PoT is secure, and to find and fix any possible secu-
rity issues. Furthermore the software security of the implementation
itself must be thoroughly investigated, including the different services
available through the PoT library, e.g. the TCP and WebSocket servers
etc.
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Appendix A

Benchmarks

Table A.1 contains the measured times and computed confidence in-
tervals for generating 100 to 2000 chains in different scenarios. Table
A.2 contains the file sizes for autho files with 10 to 200 chains.
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# of chains Hosts
ms

95% CI
+/- ms

Roles
ms

95% CI
+/- ms

Users
ms

95% CI
+/- ms

100 102.65 1.52 102.50 1.52 102.81 1.52
200 193.06 1.45 206.32 1.14 206.65 1.20
300 284.14 0.97 310.32 1.37 310.47 1.36
400 374.45 1.30 414.31 1.60 414.63 1.61
500 465.35 1.68 518.32 1.11 518.34 1.97
600 555.64 1.70 622.32 1.84 622.00 1.84
700 646.25 1.48 726.16 1.65 726.47 1.69
800 736.86 1.74 830.00 1.97 829.70 1.99
900 827.30 2.11 933.87 2.18 933.69 2.18
1000 917.90 2.17 1038.00 2.03 1037.70 2.02
1100 1008.36 1.93 1141.71 2.56 1141.53 2.57
1200 1098.96 2.34 1245.39 2.47 1245.23 2.42
1300 1189.57 2.65 1349.52 2.82 1349.22 2.84
1400 1280.04 2.73 1453.53 3.02 1453.06 3.03
1500 1370.63 2.60 1556.76 3.07 1556.59 3.07
1600 1461.24 2.98 1661.07 3.43 1660.43 3.43
1700 1551.83 3.26 1765.21 3.39 1764.27 3.31
1800 1642.60 3.37 1868.90 3.77 1867.96 3.79
1900 1733.22 3.33 1973.06 3.93 1971.48 3.86
2000 1823.35 3.65 2076.12 4.06 2075.64 4.08

Table A.1: Measured time to generate 100 to 2000 chains with an in-
creasing number of hosts, roles or users respectively with 95% confi-
dence interval
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# of chains File size in bytes
10 7813
20 15133
30 22453
40 29773
50 37095
60 44415
70 51735
80 59055
90 66375
100 73695
110 81015
120 88335
130 95655
140 102975
150 110295
160 117615
170 124935
180 132255
190 139575
200 146895

Table A.2: File sizes in bytes for an increasing number of chains in an
autho file
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